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Fo-excursions in speech and their
perceptual evaluation as evidenced
in liveliness estimations 1
Hartmut TraunmOller and Anders Eriksson
Abstract

Pub li shed data on F o in speech show it s range of variation to be the same for men
and women if expressed in semitones . An ana ly s is of add iti ona l production data
shows that the "l iv e li ness " of speech is re lated tothe extent of the excursions of
F ofrom it s "base-va lu e ". In order to le arn how li steners eva lu ate F o-excurs ions, a
set of experiments was performed in which sub je cts had toestimate the li ve li ness
of utterances . The stimuli were obta in ed by LPC-analysi s of one natura lutterance
that was modifi ed by resynthes iz ing F 0, the formant frequencies and the t im e scale
in order to s imu late some of the natura l extra- and para lingu is t ic var iat ions that
a ffect Fo and /or liv el in ess : The speaker 's age, sex, articul at ion rate, and voi ce
reg is ter . In each case, the extent of the F o-excurs ions was var ie d in 7 steps . The
results showed that, as long as novariation in voice regi ster was involv ed, li steners
ju dged F o- interva ls tobe equa l if they were equal in semitones . If the voice regi ster
was sh ifted w ithout ad ju stment in articu lat ion, l isteners appeared to ju dge the
Fo-excursions in re lation totothe spectra l space availab le be low F l. The live li ness
rat in gs were found to be strongly dependent on ar ti culation rate and they were
ob se rved to be affected by the perceived age of the speaker .
1.

Introduction

1.1

Fa-excursions in speech production

There is a substant ia l amount of data on the frequency of the voic e fundamental
( Fo) in the speech of speakers who d iffer in age and sex . Such data have been
pub li shed for several languages and for various types of di scourse . The data
reported in c lu de near ly a lways the average F o, usua lly expressed in Hz, and le s s
often the average period . Most stud ie s a ls oreport on the between-speaker spread
in average F o. Somewhat sma ller, but st ill quite large is the number of stud ie s
wh ic h, in add it ion, report on the F o-range used by each speaker or by the average
1) Also subm itted to Journal of the Acoustic Society of America.
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speaker . Unfortunately, the statistics of Fa-values is o ften not very well described
by a normal di stribution . If Fa is scaled l inearly (in Hz), there i s, typically, some
skewness towards higher values and if scaled logarithmically (in semitones), the
skewness is in the opposite directi on . Analysi s of the duration of periods reveals
an even stronger skewness ( Mikeev, 1 97 1 ) . In addition, it has b een ob served that
some speakers show a bimodal Fa-di stribution, in particul ar when speaking with
increased vocal effort, as in a parli amentary debate (Rappaport, 1 95 9). In order to
compare the results from studies in which different ways of describing the Fa-vari
ation have been chosen, we are forced to assume normality . We will, however, not
include any reports for which this assumption appears to i nvolve a ri sk of introduc
ing a substantial error . The results of some of the remaining studies are summarized
in Table I . The table includes only those investigations in which both mal e and
female adult speakers performed the same kind of task .
The original reports summarized in Table I contain data on average Fa and on
the average standard deviation (S D) of Fa per speaker repo rted i n Hz, i n semitones,
or as a frequency modulation factor (S D/m ean) in %. In some cases, the range was
repo rted in terms of two S D in semitones . In all except one of the reports (Rose,
1 99 1 ), women' s average Fa was clear y
l higher and Fa-range clearly wider as
compared with men if expressed in Hz . The between-sex difference more or less
di sappears for Fa-range if it i s expressed in semitones or as a modulation factor .
The very high values for average Fa observed in male speakers of W u dialects
of Chinese ( Rose, 1 99 1 ) are quite remarkable . They show that even the average Fa
used in speech belongs to the set of properties that can be prescribed by social
convention . Although these Chinese diale cts present an extreme case, the phenome
non is not unique . An i ncreased average Fa can also be observed in the Swedish
dialect spoken in Sm al and ( Elert and Hammarberg, 1 99 1 ) . In most languages,
however, the Fa-range used by speakers appears to be given by physiol ogical
factors . Speakers tend to use the lower part of their physiological Fa-range . Thus,
the lowest Fa a speaker uses in ordinary speech is approximately the same as the
l owest Fa at whi ch he is capable of maintaining phonati on . In voice range profiles
(phonetograms) that show the lowest and the highest Fa at which a speaker i s
capable of sustaining phonation a s a function of sound pressure level (SPL), Fa min
can often be seen to rise with SPL (Pabon and Pl omp, 1 988), and in unrestrained
speech Fa has also been ob served to increase with an increase in vocal effor t
(Ladefoged, 1 967). An increase in muscul ar tenus caused by emotional factorscan
al so lead to an increase in Fa min.
As for the extent of Fa-excursions, it i s known that these are influenced by
conventional linguistic factors reflected in the l anguage and text i n question and
by various paralinguistic factors . In lingui stic terms, the extent of the Fa-excursions
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Table I. Mean va lue of Fa in Hz and average Fa-va riation (SD) in semito n es acco rd ing to
ten investigations that report resu lts fro m ad u lt ma le and female s peakers in the s a me
settin g . Under 'Type', the speech samples are cl assified accord i n g to the i r expected
l ive liness, as explained in text.

Investigation

Type

Rappaport (1 958) , German
C h evrie- M u ller et al. (1 967) , F rench
Ta kefuta et al. (1 972) , Eng lish
C h e n (1 974) , Mandari n C h inese
80 e t al. (1 975) , French

Kitzing (1 979) , Swed is h
Joh n s-Lewis (1 986), E n g l is h :
Conversati on
Read ing
Acting
Graddo l (1 986) , Englis h :
Read ing passage A
Read ing passage 8
Pegora ro K rook (1 988) , Swed ish
Rose (1 99 1 ) , W

Ave rag e p e r investigation #)

Averag e per balanced speaker'l)
# ) E u ropean lang uages o n ly

n

Sex

1
1
2
2
4
4
2
2
2
2
2
2

1 90
1 08
21
21
24
24
2
2
30
30
51
1 41

m
f
m
f
m
f
m
f
m
f
m
f

2
2
3
3
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2

Age

Fo

SO

2 1 -70
2 1 -70

1 29
238
1 45
226
1 27
1 86
1 08
1 84
118
207
110
1 93

2.3
1 .9
2.5
2.3
3.8
5 .4
4.1
3.8
2.8
3.0
3.0
2.7

m
f
m
f
m
f

24-49
24-49
24-49
24-49
24-49
24-49

1 01
1 82
1 28
21 3
1 42
239

3 .4
2.7
4.35
4.5
4.85
5.3

12
15
12
15
1 98
467
4
3

m
f
m
f
m
f
m
f

25-40
25-40
25-40
25-40
20-79
20-89
25-62
30-64

119
207
1 31
21 9
113
1 88
1 70
1 87

3 .6
3 .05
4.55
3.9
2 .65
2.55
4.1
3.8

11
11

m
f

1 24
21 1

3.4
3 .4

471
471

m
f

1 19
207

2.8
2.7
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in an utterance can b e referred to as its "prosodic explicitness ". In parali ngui stic
terms, they can be said to be reflected b asically in the "degree of liveliness " or
"vivacity " of the speech sampl e .
Locally, the explic itness of the prosody within an utterance i s affected by the
pl acement of focal and contrastive stress. More globally, the extent of Fa-excur
sions i s affected by attitudinal and emotional factors. Emotionally depressed, sad
or ashamed speakers produce speech with very li ttl e variation in F a, while increased
variation in Fa reflects an excited emotional state in the speaker, such as surpri se,
interest, and j oy, but al so contempt and anger (Fairbanks and Pronovost, 1 93 9 ;
F 6nagy and Magdics, 1 963 ; William s and Stevens, 1 972 ; Scherer, 1 974; Bezooyen,
1 984) . Increased Fa-excursions can also be obse rved in speech directed to infants
(Garnica, 1 977) . In this case, the increased Fa-excursions appear to se rve the
purpose of evoking and mai ntaining a positively excited emotional state in the
listener.

As for the lingui stic factor, we would expect Fa-excursions to b e more frequent
and probably al so larger in tone languages than in l anguages that do not use tone
for segmental distinctions. Thi s has been confirmed in a comparison of Northern
C hinese and Engli sh (Chen, 1 974), where it i s al so shown that speakers of Engli sh
with Chinese as a second l anguage use more extensive Fa-excursions in their
C hinese than in their Engli sh, but that native speakers of Chinese use still more
extensive Fa-excursions.
As for the contribution of the type of text, when reading aloud, it has been shown
that it does influence the S Dof F o to a significant degree (Graddol, 1 986), but the
effects on S D of variations in the type of discourse such as "conversation "
compared with "acting " are l arger (Johns-Lewi s, 1 986).
B ased on the descriptions ofthe various types of speech materi al which resulted
in the data summarized in Table I, we have estimated the degree of liveliness that
might be expected in the type of di scourse used in each case. Th is has been done
by assigning one of four liveliness classes to each type of discourse. The business
conversations by telephone, analysed by Rappaport ( 1 95 8), we have put into the
l owest liveliness class. The second class contains somewhat more personal con
versations and such tasks as reading a text for the purpose of clinical investigation
of one' s voice. The third class contains cases where texts have been read aloud in
such a way that it can be assumed that the subj ects attempted to read in a pleasant
way . Into the highest class we have put Johns-Lewi s' "acting "and the investigation
by Takefuta ( 1 972), who had asked hi s subj ects to vary their intonation patte rn as
much as they could when repeatedly producing a set of given sentences of the kind
that can eas ily be loaded w ith var ious paralingui stic meanings.
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For each liveliness class we have calculated the average S D (in semi tones)
keeping the tone l anguages apart from the rest. The result is shown in Table II.
Although the liveliness classification is somewhat arbitrary, the table can be said
to illustrate the foll owing three points :
1 ) The S D of F o increases with increasing "liveliness " of the di scourse.
2) The S D of F o is l arger in tone languages than in non-tone l anguages .
3 ) In the most lively types of context, women show a l arger S DofF othan men,
while their S Dtends to be lower than that of men in the l east lively types of context.
Thi s conclusion presupposes that the S Dis scaled in semitones or as a modulation
factor.
Ifit i s the case that the 10west F ofrequency speakers use in an utterance i s given
by the floor of their physiological F o-range and they increase the extent of their
F o-excursions with increasing liveliness of the discourse, then the average F owill
i ncrease with increasing S D. Thi s i s confirmed by the data of Johns-Lewis ( 1 986)
and Graddol ( 1 986), listed in Table 1.
In the present investigation we wanted to simulate variations in l iveliness . In
order to do thi s without affecting other paralinguistic variabl es, we needed to know
how the expansion of the F o-excursions i s performed when a speaker increases hi s
liveliness, ceteris paribus. While the data by Johns-Lewis ( 1 986) and Graddol
( 1 986) are suggestive of an answer, they must be i nterpreted with some caution
since the texts used in the different types of discourse were not the same. There i s,
however, an investigation by B ruce ( 1 982) in which an actress was asked to produce
sentences first with a detached and then with an involved attitude. In thi s study, the
F o-values of the local minima and maxima of the F o-contour were reported . Fig. 1
shows, for each minimum and maximum, the excess of the F o-value in the involved

Table II. Ave rage Fa-variation (SD in semitones) as a fu nction of the type of speech as
class ified i n Table I, sexes pooled . For each investigation i n wh ich t h e SD was h i g h e r for
women than for men , a "+" sign is show n . I n contra ry cases, a "-" sig n has been e nte red .

European lang.

Liveliness class

so

(4)
(3)
(2)
(1 )

4.8
4.0
2.8
2.1

Very h ig h
Hig h
Moderate
Low

N

Chinese lang.

so

++
+--+---
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version over that of the corresponding point on the F o-contour of the detached
version (in semitones) as a function of the Fa-value in the detached version . The
regression line in Fig. 1 descr ib es these data fairl y wel l . The Fa-value corresponding
to the point where the regression line crosses the horizontal zero-line is the invari ant
we are looking for .We are going to refer to it as Fb, the "base-value " of Fa . If the
Fa-di stribution is normal, the frequency position of the b ase-value Fb can b e
cal culated as
Fb

=

F mean - k cr(F)

(1)

.

Since thi s i s valid for any value of cr, i t i s possible to obtain an estimate of Fb even
on the basi s of one single utterance, given that k is known. Although in Fig. 1 a
l ogarithmic scaling of pitch has been chosen, the choice of scale i s actually not very
c rucial in thi s case . Linear regressi on lines fit the data equally well if a linear (Hz),
tonotopic (bark), equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB), or logarithmic (semi
tones) scale of pitch is used.
Fig .2 shows the Fa-data for each of 5 male and 5 femal e speakers in three types
of discourse : C onversation, reading al oud, and acting. These are the data obtained
by Johns-Lewis ( 1 986). The maj ority of the speakers, 3 male and 4 femal e, showed
a uniform behaviour : Average Fa and Fa-range (S D) have the smallest values in
conversation ; both values are higher in reading aloud, and highest in acting. Except
for the between-speaker differences in mean Fa, none of these speakers deviated
much from the average shown by the dashed line. The remaining 3 speakers, 2 mal e
and 1 female, showed, at some point, a change in F a without change i n Fa-range.
Thi s i s likely to be due to a change in vocal effort instead ofF a-variation. The other
7 speakers appear to have adapted only their Fa-variation to the type of discourse.
As di stinct from the case shown in Fig. 1, the choice of scaling i s crucial here. Due
to the between-speaker variation in average Fa, Fig. 2 would look different if Fa
had not been scaled in semitones and our conclusion that the maj ority of speakers
b ehaved in a uniform way would retain its validity only in a qualitative sense.
On the basi s of the line that shows the average of the 7 uniformly behaving
speakers in Fig. 2 it is possible to calcul ate the value of k in Equ. 1 . We obtain
k 1 . 5 for this case. The data shown in Fig. 1 do not allow a precise calculation of
k since cr i s not known preci sely, but a reasonable estimate would be 1 . 6 < k < 2 .0 .
A value of k can al so be calculated o n the basi s of Graddol ' s data ( 1 986), whi ch
include a comparatively l arge number of speakers, 1 2 male and 1 5 female, but the
difference in the extent of the Fa-excursi ons between the two types of di scourse i s
not s o la rge, and therefore the data a re somewhat ob scured b y statistical noise. W e
obtain k 1 . 7 fo r male and k 1 . 1 for female speakers . Although the va riati on i n
=

=

=
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Graddol ' s data i s not primarily due to variation in liveliness, it i s not unreasonable
to assume that speakers manipulate their Fa-range approximately i n the same way
as long as no change in vocal effort, voice regi ster, or emotional tension i s i nvolved.
Given these restrictions, the Fb of a speaker can, as a rule of thumb, b e expected to
be about 1 . 5 a b elow hi s average Fa in any type of di scourse. If Fa-values have a
normal di stribution, Fa will be higher than Fb 93 % of the time.
1.2

The perception ofFo-excursions.

Although a lot of research has been done on the psychoacoustics of pitch perception,
pitch perception in music, and on the lingui stic functions of Fa, so far we know
ve ry little about the perceptual evaluation of Fa-excursions in speech. Brown et al.
( 1 974) investigated the effect of Fa-manipulations on perceived personality fea
tures, the main components b eing the "benevolence "and "competence "attributed
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to the speaker, but we are only aware of one previous study, by Hermes and van
Gestel ( 1 99 1 ), in which the perceptual equivalence of Fa-excursions in speech was
i nvestigated by means of well-controlled experiments . Hermes and van Gestel
( 1 99 1 ) let their subj ects adj ust the size of Fa-excursions in resynthesized speech
signal s . The subj ects had to match the perceptual prominence of the syl l able marked
by the excursion with that of the corresponding syllable in a fixed compari son
sti mulus produced in a different register with a simil ar Fa-contour . The results
showed that the l i steners j udged the Fa-excursions to be approximately equivalent
when they had the same size expressed in ERB, considering the l owest harmonic
alone .
If the result obtained by Hermes and van Gestel ( 1 99 1 ) were to hold in general,
and given the data li sted i n Table I, the speech of women should be heard as more
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Figure 2, Fa d ata of 5 male and 5 fe male spe a kers (open and fi l led symbo ls) i n three types
of d iscourse: C o n versatio n , read ing aloud , and act i n g , co n nected by l i n es i n this ord e r.
Data from J o h n s- Lewis (1 986) . Reg ression l ine (d ashed) fitted to the ave rage of the 7
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lively than that of men. Although the impressioni stic view that this might b e the
case has been expressed by some ob servers, thi s impression is not shared by all
(Henton, 1 989). If, instead, FO-excursions are j udged to be equivalent if their size
is the same in semitones, then the data in Table I tell us that in a conversation about
any topic whose intrinsic liveliness i s low, women should be j udged to speak
slightly less lively than men, while they should be j udged to speeak more lively
than men in more lively types of di scourse.
In thi s context, it should be noted that a logarithmic scaling of pitch relieves us
-both as li steners and as researchers -from the problem of deciding whi ch partial
we should consider. If expressed in semi tones or as a modulation factor, the
excursions of all the partial s are the same -if expressed in mel, ERB , bark, or Hz,
they are all different.
2

Methods

2.1

Stimuli

All the stimuli used in the three perceptual experiments to be reported were
transformations of the same original sentence. A similar method was used by B rown
et al. ( 1 974). The transformations served to modify the extent of the excursions of
F ofrom Fb. In addition, the speaker' s virtual age, sex, articulation rate, and voice
regi ster were modified. As for these additional types ofvariation, Exp . 1 was mainly
concerned with age and sex, Exp . 2 with speech rate, and Exp . 3 with voice regi ster.
The original sentence had been recorded previously for the purpose of develo
ping the technique of simulating extra- and paralinguistic variations by mean s of
LPC-analysi s and resynthesis after recalculation of the parameter values describing
the speech signal (Traunmuller et ai., 1 989) . The sentence "Det finns fol kstammar
som ater b ade kattk ott och hundk ott ", perhaps to be translated as ' There are ethnic
groups who eat both chat and chien' or ' There are tribes who eat both cat and dog' ,
was produced by a female speaker, 28 years of age, sitting i n a booth with
sound-absorbing walls. The utterance was recorded using a Sennheiser MD22 1 U
microphone and a Revox P R99 tape recorder, running at 7 1 /2 ips. The recorded
speech signal was low-pass filtered at 6 . 3 kHz and digitized with a sampling
frequency of 1 6 kHz and 1 6 bit /s ample. The digitized speech signal was fed into a
computer, an Apollo workstation, and subj ected to LPC-analysi s. B efore analysis,
the speech file was high-pass filtered in order to remove some l ow-frequency
b ackground noi se. The limiting frequency was 1 40 Hz, which was lower than the
lowest ob served F o-value. The LPC analysi s was done using a preemphasi s
coe fficient of 0 . 92 and a Hamming window with a total l ength of 20 ms, moving
forward in steps of 5 ms. The analysi s was performed with 1 5 reflecti on coeffi-
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cients, assuming 7 formant peaks. The description of the speech signal thus
obtained was then used as the basi s of various transformations.
The parameter values descriptive of the speech signal were recalcul ated to
simulate four different types of speaker; two adults, one mal e and one female, and
two children with an intended age of approximately 5 and 9 years. The parameters
affected by the recalculations were Fa, the formant frequencies, and speech rate.
The Q-values of the formants were kept at their original values.
The values of Fa were recal culated according to the equation
,

j

=

kb [1 60

+

k e if - 1 60) ]

(2)

where / is the recalculated value of Fa for a given analysi s frame,ji s its original
value, ke is the ' excursion factor' by whi ch the deviation of Fa from Fb was
multiplied (ke 1 . 00 for the versions in which the Fa-modulation factor was the
same as that in the original version), and kb is the 'base-value factor' that describes
the relation between the values ofFb in the stimuli that differ as to virtual age, sex,
and voice regi ster (kb = 1 .00 for the adult female version in the modal register and
also for the adult mal e falsetto version).
The mean Fa of the original utterance was 2 1 5 Hz with an S D of 3 8 .4 Hz (3 . 0
semitones). A fte r inspecti on o f the Fa-contour of the original utterance, shown i n
Fig. 3 , and based on the analysi s of the data obtained b y B ruce ( 1 982), Johns-Lewi s
( 1 986) and Graddol ( 1 986), as detailed in the Introduction, we assumed a base
value of 1 60 Hz (the numerical constant in Equ. 1 ), which is 1 . 43 0' b elow the mean,
calculated in Hz.
The values of the excursi on factor ke were chosen to cover a l arge range of
variation in liveliness, from compl etely monotonous up to the upper limit of
naturalness. The degrees of variation were di stributed between those two extremes
in 7 steps, as li sted in Table I II. The values chosen for kb are li sted in Table I V.
The latter table also contains the mean values ofF a in the mean liveliness (ke 1 . 00)
versions of the utterance for the different types of speaker and register.
In order to simulate the adult male speaker and the two children, the formant
frequencies were transformed in accordance with the power-function approach
described in Traunmuller ( 1 988). Following thi s approach, the modified formant
'
frequencies F n are obtained in accordance with the general equation
=

=

Fn

,

p

=

kFn

(3 )

where F n i s the original frequency position of any formant (index n), whil e k and
p are constants descriptive of the transformation in question. Since k and p in Equ.
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Table III. Mean and SD of Fa i n the ad u lt female mod a l reg ister ve rsions shown for each
of the 8 d ifferent values of the Fa-excursion factor ke that were used i n the experime nts
(ke = 0.00 occu red o n l y exceptional ly) .

Mean Fa
Std Dev (Hz)
Std Dev (st)

0 . 000

0 . 1 25

0 .354

0.650

1 . 000

1 .398

1 .837

2.31 5

1 60 . 0
0.0
0 . 00

1 66 . 8
4.8
0 .44

1 79 .4
1 3 .6
1 .29

1 95 . 6
25 . 0
2. 1 5

21 4.8
38.4
3 . 02

236 .6
53.7
3 .85

260 . 6
70.6
4 .63

286 .8
88.9
5.37
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2 are rather abstract quantities, the computer program written for the purpose of
parameter recalculation has been formul ated in such a way that it does not require
the specification of k and p . Instead, it requires two transformation factors k 300 and
k 3000 to be specified . These factors are descriptive of the frequency modification
to be effected at 3 00 Hz and at 3 000 Hz. While the meaning of these factors i s
immediately clear, the abstractness i s moved i nto the corresponding reformulation
of Equ . 2 :
Fn

'
=

3 00 k 300 (F nl3 00) P

(4)

with
p

=

1

+

log (k 3000 / k 300 )

The factors k 300 and k 3000 are al so l i sted in Table I V. These values were based on
data on the formant frequencies of Japanese vowel s produced by kindergarten
children (age 4 to 5 years), girl s 1 2 to 1 4 years of age, adult women, and adult men
(Fuj isaki et aI., 1 970) . The factors chosen for the 9 year old child were obtained by
interpolation between the data on kindergarten children and those on 1 2 to 1 4 y ear
old girl s . The previ ous experimentation with speech signal transformations (Traun-

Table IV. The factors used to reca lcu late Fo and the formant freq u e n cies in ord e r to s i m u late
s peake rs who d iffered in sex, ag e , speech rate , and voice reg ister.

Female , n o rmal
Female , slow
Female , low reg ister
Female , h ig h reg iste r
Male, normal
M a l e , slow
M a l e , fast
M a l e , h ig h reg ister
9-year old
5-yea r old
5-yea r o l d , slow
5-year o l d , fast

kb

Fo

k300

k3000

kr

SF

1.00
1.00
0 . 56
1.44
0 . 56
0 . 56
0 . 56
1.00
1.1 7
1.32
1.32
1 . 32

215
215
1 20
309
120
120
120
215
251
283
283
283

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.85
0 . 85
0 . 85
0 . 85
1.42
1.75
1.75
1.75

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0 . 80
0.80
0.80
0 . 80
1.09
1.18
1 .18
1 .1 8

1.000
0 . 820
1.000
1.000
1.000
0 .820
1.220
1.000
0 .935
0 .820
0 .672
1.000

1 6 , 000
1 6 , 000
1 6 , 000
16 ,000
12 ,474
12 ,474
1 2 ,474
12 ,474
1 5 , 962
1 5 , 582
1 5 , 582
15 ,582
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mull er et al., 1 989) had shown that speech signal s transformed using these factors
not only for vowel s but for the whol e utterance possess a fairly high degree of
naturalness and the phonetic quality of both vowels and consonants appears to be
conserved , given that Fa i s al so transformed in an appropr iate way .
For the two simulated children , the speech rate was reduced by a factor k r, also
li sted in Table I V. The values chosen were based on results obtained by Haselager
et at. ( 1 99 1 ) w ith Dutch chil dren in the age groups 5 , 7, 9 , and 1 1 y ears and on the
addit io nal assumption that at 1 2 years speech rate attains the value that is typical
for adults.
If the transformation i s to be performed in one step , the method used requires
that the fol ding frequency (half of the sampling frequency) be transformed accord
ing to the same rule as applied for the formant frequencies. Therefore , the resyn
thes iz ed versions have a sampling frequency that may be different from 1 6 kHz , as
l is ted in Table I V. The mod ifi cation of the formant frequencies affects the overall
slope of the spectr um of the speech signal . Since we did not have data on the slope
of the spectrum in children' s speech , it was kept the same as in the orig in al
utterance. As for the male versions of the utterance , the slope of their spectr um ,
integrated over the whole utterance , deviated only marginally from that of the
femal e original , so that no correction was required. The spectral sl ope of the
unco rrected child vers io ns showed an emphasis of the higher frequencies . Thi s was
corrected by low-pass filtering. For the 9-year ol d , a first order low-pass filter with
a l im it in g frequency of 700 Hz was used , while for the 5-year old , thi s was achieved
with two first order low-pass filters w ith l im iting frequenc ie s of 4000 and 3 1 5 Hz.
Further , the average value of the rms-amplitude of a l the stimuli was equal iz ed
before recording them on tape.
The transformat io ns in voice regi ster , used in Exp . 3 , were not primarily
in tended to be simulations of a natural variation . The aim with these stimuli was
to investigate what happens perceptually if Fa is changed w ithout adjustment i n
art iculat ion , thus when the formant frequencies are le ft unchanged , a s in the
exper im ents by Hermes and van Gestel ( 1 99 1 ). Thi s i s , then , similar to a change
in vo ic e reg ister , although in natural shi fts in regi ster , we have reason to bel ieve
that s pea kers are a ls o li kely to readj ust the ir arti cu lation to obta in a higher F 1 when
Fa is in creased , as ob served by Maurer et at. ( 1 99 1 ) .
2.2

Subjects

Altogether 5 5 adults w ith no known hearing im pairment served as subj ects in the
three perceptual experiments. The subj ects were undergraduate students at the
University of Stockholm and staff members at the department of lingui st ic s.
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Parti cipati on was voluntary and unpaid . No subj ect participated i n more than one
experiment .
2.3

Procedure

The experiments were r un in a quiet l ecture room and the stimuli were presented
via headphones (A KG K 2 5) at a comfortable l oudness level . The subj ects had to
note their responses on answer sheets . It was not possible, for practical reasons, to
run all subj ects in each experiment on one occasion . In order to ensure that the
inst ructions given were i dentical for all subj ects, the instructions were recorded and
played as the first item on a tape that also contained all the stimuli . The instruction
was immediately followed by an exerci se consi sting of 8 stimulus pairs . The ratings
of those stimuli have not been used i n the analyses . A fte r the exerci se, the tape was
stopped to give the subj ects an opportunity to ask for further clarificati ons .
The main part of all three experiments consi sted in a set of magnitude estimation
tasks using pairwi se compari son . In each pair the standard was presented b efore
the compari son, with a gap of 5 00 ms in between . A pause with a duration of 5
seconds was inserted between successive pairs to all ow time for written responses .
The subj ects were asked to assign a number to the compari son stimulus
expressing its perceived liveliness . T hey were inst ructed to use the number 1 00 for
stimuli whose liveliness they perceived to be equal to t hat of the standard and to
use 50 and 200 for stimuli perceived as ' half as l ively ' and 'twice as lively ' ,
respectively . The subj ects were further encouraged to use any more preci se number
they considered suitable to express the l iveliness of a stimulus . The concept of
' liveliness' was not further explained . If asked for, it was only pointed out that an
utterance heard as monotonous i s likely to receive a very low liveliness rating .
A l ess copi ous final part of Exp . 1 and 2 consi sted of presentations of singl e
stimuli , representing the neutral stimuli (ke
1 .00) for each of the speakers
simulated in the main part of the experiments . In this part, the subj ects had to j udge
the sex and to rate the age of the speakers .
=

3.

Experiment 1: The effect of virtual sex and age on the
perception of liveliness

3.1

Subjects

Eighteen li steners, 7 male and 1 1 female, served as subj ects in this experiment .
3.2

Stimuli and procedure.

The types of speech used in thi s experiment were the following : Adult female, adult
male, 5 -year old child, and 9-year old child, with characteristics as li sted in Table
I V. To test for a possible effect of speech rate, a fifth set of stimuli was included .
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These stimuli were identical to the female versions except for speech rate which
was the same as that of the 5-year old child (k r 0. 82) . For each type of speaker,
there were seven versions with different extent of the Fa-excursions (ke).
The stimuli were presented in four groups, separated by pauses. Each group was
introduced by an alerting signal, a soft sounding 'bell ' . Within each group, the
stimulus pairs were presented in random order.
Group 1 consi sted of 8 stimulus pairs. In thi s group, the female version with
ke 1 . 00 was used as the standard and all compari son stimuli were also female.
Group 2, al so consi sting of 8 pairs, had a male standard with ke 1 . 00 and mal e
compari sons. (These groups each included one stimulus with a constant Fa. The
responses to that monotonous stimulus have, however, been excluded from the
following evaluation . )
Group 3 consi sted o f 3 5 stimulus pairs with the female standard and 7 stimuli
with different ke for each of the five above mentioned types of speech.
Group 4 consi sted of the five versions with ke 1 . 00, each presented al one for
the purpose ofj udging the sex and the age of the speakers. In addition, the two child
versions were al so presented as they were prior to the adjustment of their overall
spectral slope.
=

=

=

=

3.3

Results and discussion

B efore pooling the results, the responses of the individual listeners were subj ected
to multiple regression analysis. Thi s analysis showed the answers from one of the
subj ects to l ack a significant correlation with any of the variables ke, kb, kb ke and
k r, which di stingui sh the different stimuli . The responses of thi s subj ect were
excluded from further analysi s since they would have added nothing but noise.
The pool ed results from the remaining 17 subj ects are presented in Fig. 4 in
which, for each stimulus, the average liveliness rating i s plotted against the SDof
Fa expressed in Hz and in semitones . It i s immediately clear from these diagrams
that a linear scale of frequency (in Hz) i s not appropriate to describe the responses
of the subj ects. Consider, e. g. , that the 5 -year old ' s utterance with an Fa-variation
of 1 1 8 Hz was given approximately the same (actually a slightly l ower) liveliness
rating as the man ' s utterance with an Fa variation of only 5 0 Hz. The semitone
scale, on the other hand, seems to fit the data rather wel l . On thi s scal e, the two
utterances have the same Fa-variation, 5 . 4 semitones. As distinct from Fig. 4a, i n
Fig. 4b there i s n o fanning of the lines which describe liveliness a s a function of
Fa-variation . Allowing for some noi se in the data, the slopes of all the different
lines in Fig. 4b can be said to be the same. Thi s means that if expressed in semitones,
a given increase in Fa-variation leads to a constant increase in perceived liveliness.
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However, the lines describing the subj ects' ratings of the l iveliness of stimuli with
different speaker characteri stics do not quite coinci de in Fig. 4b either.
It can be seen quite cl early that the ratings given to the slow femal e speech are
all lower than those of the other types. The ratings of the speech that was intended
to represent a 5 -year old are also in the lower range. Thi s appears to refl ect the
extent to which the liveliness ratings were influenced by speech rate. Since the
subj ects were asked to rate ' liveliness' , it was anti cipated that slower speech might
result in lower ratings. However, the only speech type with an intentionally deviant
speech rate was the slow female speech. The other stimuli were given a speech rate
that i s typical for the type of speaker that was simulated. Over the whole range, the
liveliness ratings given to the slow femal e speech were about 1 5 units l ower than
those given to female speech at the normal speech rate. If thi s is a representative
result it woul d indicate that, in liveliness perception, the effect of speech rate adds
linearly to the effect of the Fa-excursions.
A multiple regression analysi s performed on the pooled data from the 1 7
subj ects revealed that only ke and speech rate (k r) contributed signifi cantly to the
results. If the responses to the slow female speech and to that of the intended 5 -year
old are excluded, the analysi s reveal s no significant contribution of k r. The
contribution of k r becomes significant if the slow female speech or that of the
intended 5-year old is included (p < . 0 1 and p < 0 . 0 5 , respectively).
The design of Exp . 1 does not allow definite conclusions to b e drawn about the
influence of speech rate in quantitative terms . Nor is it possible to give a full
explanati on of the low liveliness ratings of the utterances that were intended to
represent a 5-year old . However, if that speaker has been perceived as substantially
older than 5-years, then the speech rate would seem too slow and thi s could result
in lower liveliness ratings . An inspection of the age ratings does provide evidence
to support thi s suggestion. The median age rating for the intended 5 -year old
speaker was 1 0 years, which is considerably higher than the intended age.
In order to investigate the influence of speech rate more systematically, a second
experiment was designed in which both the Fa-excursions and speech rate were
systematically vari ed. The results of the age-ratings of the stimuli presented in
group 4 will be presented and di scussed together with the results of a similar task
in Exp. 2.
Even if the pooled results show a consi stent and rather expected pattern, with
the possible exception of the influence of speech rate for the 5 -year stimuli, there
was sub stantial between-subj ect variation in the weights attached to the various
cues for liveliness . Fig. 5 shows the variation in the liveliness ratings expressed as
the difference in the ratings between the 7 5 - and the 2 5-percentile of the response
di stributions pl otted against the Fa-variation, expressed in Hz and in semitones. In
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thi s way the most aberrant responses are excluded . It can be seen that the remaining
5 0% of the ratings agree most closely when the Fa-excursions in the compari son
stimulus are exactly the same as those in the standard if compared in relative terms,
such as on a semitone scale. In thi s experiment, there were three such pairs :
female-female, male-male, and female-mal e . In t he fi rst two cases, the compared
utterances were completely i dentical, but t he l ast pair is up to the point. In thi s case
there was, in fact, complete agreement among the responses shown : 1 4 subj ects
produced the rating 1 00 (there were two ratings above and two below 1 00).
For the group of subj ects as a w hole there was no significant contribution of
(kb ke), i . e. of the Fa-variation in Hz, but for three i ndividual subj ects there was,
and one of t hem appears to have reli ed almost entirely on it. Another subj ect seems
to have relied only on speech rate. Thi s between-subj ect variation appears to
indicate that ' liveliness ' i s not a fundamental percept l ike l oudness or pitch. The
test variable ' liveliness' was, however, consi dered to be the most appropriate means
to focus the subj ects ' attention on the extent of the Fa-excursions, assuming the
latter notion not to be included in a naive subj ect ' s competence.
4.

Experiment 2: The effect of articulation rate on the
perception of liveliness

The obj ect of Exp. 2 was to obtain more preci se information about the i nte rpl ay of
Fa-excursions and speech rate in liveliness perception. The previous experiment
gave an indication that an utterance with a lower than normal speech rate i s
perceived a s less lively than an utterance with a normal speech rate, given the same
amount of variation in Fa. It seems reasonable, then, to hypothesize that a faster
than normal speech rate will have a simil ar effect in the opposite direction . In thi s
experiment the effect of fast and slow speech rates was examined for two o f the
speec htypes used in the previous experiment.
4.1

Subjects

Nineteen li steners, 7 mal e and 1 2 female, served as subj ects in thi s experiment.
4.2

Stimuli and Procedure

In thi s experiment the femal e version of the utterance with ke 1 . 00 was used as
the standard in all comparisons. The comparison stimuli were adult male and 5 -year
old child, each with three rates of speech including the same as that used in Exp . 1
and, in addition, a slower and a faster version. The adult male and the 5 -year old
had been chosen for thi s experiment since they represent the extreme values ofFb.
The values of k rwere 0 . 820, 1 .0 00, and 1 . 220 for the adult mal e and 0. 672, 0 . 820,
and 1 . 000 for the 5 -year ol d.
=
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The stimuli were presented in two groups. The first and maj or group contained
42 stimulus pairs with a female standard . These included, beside the menti oned
adult male and the 5-year old' s versions al so seven female versions, namely the
sam e as those in group 1 of Exp . 1 . The pairs were presented in random order. Part
2 consi sted of the 7 different versions with ke 1 . 00, presented alone for the purpose
of j udging age and sex of the speakers .
=

4.3

Results and discussion

The results from one of the subj ects had to be di scarded since thi s subj ect had l e ft
out several answers and, for some of the remaining answers, there was doubt
whether they had been marked in the right place on the response sheet . The average
of the pooled results of the remaining 1 8 subj ects is shown in Fig . 6 . As for the
normal speech rate, the results were very similar to those obtained with the same
sti muli in Exp . 1 . Again, the utterances which received similar liveliness ratings
were those in which the extent of the Fa-excursions was the same expressed in
semitones and not in Hz.
As for the influence of speech rate on the percepti on of liveliness, it can now
be seen that a change in speech rate results in an increase or decrease in l iveliness
ratings that is roughly constant throughout the entire range of Fa-excursions . For
both types of speaker, the increase in speech rate of 22% per step from slow to
normal to high, resulted in an average increase in liveliness ratings of27 percentage
units per step . In approximation, the contribution of speech rate to perceived
liveliness appears to be added arithmetically to that of the Fa-excursions and there

Table V. Weig hts and sign ifica nce levels of the factors ke , ke kb , kr, k b a n d the co nstant
o bta i n ed in a l i n e a r mu ltiple reg ress ion a n a lysis perfo rmed o n the live l i n ess ratings by a l l
s u bjects in Exp . 2 and b y those w h o perceived t h e '5-year old' as yo u n g e r (G ro u p 1 ) o r
o l d e r (G ro u p 2 ) than 1 3 years.

All subjects
ke
ke . k b
kr
kb
(co nst.)

G roup 1

G roup 2

Weight

Sig n .

Weight

Sig n.

We i g ht

Sig n .

30.4
2.4
1 1 0 .4
3.1
-49 .6

.0000
.5
.0000
.5
.0000

35.8
-2 . 0
1 1 7 .6
1 4.5
-66 . 0

. 0000
.6
. 0000
.01 4
. 0000

22 . 0
9.3
99 . 1
-1 4 . 7
-23 . 9

. 0003
.1
. 0000
. 07
.1
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i s a roughly linear relationship between the extent of the F o-excursions and
liveliness as well as between speech rate and liveliness. It i s, therefore, appropriate
to subj ect the data to a linear multiple regression analysi s, whose results are shown
in Table V. The variables considered in thi s analysis include, b eside the liveliness
ratings, were ke, kb ke, k r, and kb. The latter was 0 . 5 6 for the adult mal e and 1 . 3 2
for the ' 5-year old' . According t o Table V, a 1 % increase in speech rate resulted i n
a 1 . 1 % increase in liveliness, whil e a 1 % increase in the extent o f the F o-excursions
resulted in a 0 . 3 % increase in liveliness . The F o-variation in Hz did not result i n
any significant additional effect, nor d i d kb. A s for the results o f the individual
subj ects, there was a significant positive correlation with the ab solute variation of
F o in three cases but this was bal anced by three other subj ects who showed a
significant negative correlation.
As in Exp . 1 , the speech of the intended 5-year old, with a speech rate that was
1 8% lower than that of the adult male, which corresponds to the normal difference
between these speaker groups, was perceived as less lively . Yet, if we compare the
utterances whose speech rate was the same, we can see an adult-chil d difference
in the opposite direction. It may be that the percepti on of the liveliness of an
utterance is governed by the perceived age of the speaker. If, then, the intended
5 -year old was perceived as an adult, we would expect the livelines s ratings for the
utterances with the same speech rate to coincide. An analysi s of the age ratings
given by individual listeners may reveal whether there is such an interaction
b etween perceived age and perceived liveliness.
The result of the age ratings of the utterances presented in Exps. 1 and 2 are
shown in Fig. 7. Since the number of utterances presented for age-rating was small
and we could not see any systematic effect of speech rate nor of spectral emphasi s,
the ratings of all stimuli with the same formants and F owere collapsed. Unexpec
tedly, however, we did ob serve a significant effect of the sex of the listener on the
perceived age of the speaker. Therefore, the ratings by male and by femal e li steners
are shown separately in Fig. 7. The age-ratings of the adult voices resulted in a
median of 3 0 years for both male and femal e speech and for both male and female
li steners. As for the ratings of the child voices, however, there was a clear difference
b etween the ratings by men and by women. The median rating of the i ntended
5 -year old was 8 years as j udged by women and 1 5 years as j udged by men . The
difference between the response distributions is highly significant (p < 0 . 000 5 ) .
This holds true whether age i s scaled linearly o r logarithmically . I n the l atter case,
the di stribution of responses assumes a more normal shape. As for the intended
9-year old (in Exp . 1 ), the di screpancy between the j udgments by men and by
women was not so large but still significant. There was al so a marginally significant
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sex difference in the ratings of the adult female stimuli , but not in the adult mal e
stimuli .
W e shall now test the hypothesi s that the perception of liveliness i s influenced
by the perceived age of the speaker against the alternative that, for i dentical stimuli ,
the perceived age of the speaker has no influence on perceived liveliness. F or thi s
purpose , the set o f subj ects has been divided into two groups - those who
perceived the speech as that of a child and those who did not. The dividing line has
somewhat arbitrarily been chosen as 1 3 years. Group 1 i ncludes 1 1 subj ects, 1 man
and 1 0 women and the median of their ratings was 8 years. Group 2 includes 7
subj ects , 6 men and 1 woman with a median age rating of 3 5 years. Fig. 8 shows
the average liveliness ratings given by these two groups to the adult mal e and
' 5-year old ' stimuli as a function of speech rate. Thi s reveal s a clear difference . In
Fig. 8b , the liveliness ratings of the stimuli that were intended to represent 5-year
ol ds but which were probably perceived as small adults appear to fal l on the same
traj ectory as the responses to the stimuli with adult male characteristics. In Fig. 8 a ,
showing the results for those subj ects who perceived the intended 5 -year old at l east
as a child , albeit somewhat older, the liveliness ratings of the child' s utterances fall
on a traj ectory that i s different from that describing the responses to the adult
utterances. In order to test the significance of the contribution of the perceived age
to the liveliness ratings, a multiple regression analysi s was performed separately
for the two subgroups whose results are shown in Figs. 8a and 8b . The result of
these analyses is also entered in Table V. The difference between the two groups
is primarily reflected in the weight of the variable kb. The contribution of thi s
variable i s significantly positive (p < 0. 02) in the results of those subj ects who
perceived the speaker as a child , while it its negative and approaching significance
(p < 0. 08) , in the results of those who perceived the speaker as older than 1 3 years .
We must, therefore , accept that the perceived liveliness is dependent on the
perceived age of the speaker.
In choosing the stimuli , we had considered the possibility that the liveliness
ratings of stimuli with the same "intended speech rate ", i . e . , slow , normal , high i n
relation t o what is normal for the simul ated type of speaker rather than in absolute
term s , might coincide. Fig. 8a shows at least a tendency in thi s direction. The
agreement is very good for the sl ow versions, intermediate for the normal ones, and
for the fast versions there is at least a slight tendency in thi s direction. Complete
agreement i s not to be expected since the age of the intended 5-year old was
perceived as higher than that (8 years) even in thi s group of subj ects and they would
expect a higher speech rate.
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exceptio n . (c) Speaker with intended age 9-years. Two sti m u l i in Exp . 1 , with and w it h o ut
d e-emphasis of the h i g h e r freq uencies . Perceived sex: Fe male, with fou r exce ptio n s . (d)
S peaker with intended age 5-ye a rs . Two sti m u l i from Exp. 1 with and wit h o ut high freq u e n cy
de-emphasis and three sti m u l i from Exp. 2 , a l l with de-emphas is but with low, norma l , a n d
h i g h a rticu l ation rates. Perceived sex: Fema l e , with two exceptions.
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Expe riment 3: The effe ct o f vi rtual voice register o n the

5.

per ception of li veliness

The results of Exps. 1 and 2 clearly do not support the conclusions of Hermes and
van Gestel ( 1 99 1 ) who claimed that F o-excursions are perceptually equival ent if
they are the same expressed in ERB. The results on which thi s clai m i s b ased have,
however, been obtained with stimuli that did not vary in speaker age nor in sex . In
the stimuli used by Hermes and van Gestel, the formant frequencies remained the
same for all stimuli, while only F o was varied. The paralingui stic variation simu
l ated was similar to a switch between modal and fal setto regi ster by an adult mal e
speaker. Although we must rej ect the conclusion a rrived at b y Hermes and van
Gestel, thi s i s not to say that there must have been an error in the acquisition of
thei r experimental results.
As for the phonetic quality ofvowel s, which i s primarily varied by articulation,
it is well known that in perception F o interacts with the formant frequencies, in
particul ar with F 1 (Traunmiiller, 1 988). It would, therefore, hardly come as a
surprise i f formant frequencies, in particul ar F 1 , were to interact with F o i n
perception o f the prosody and the paralinguistic quality o f speech, which are
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primarily varied by phonation. The apparent discrepancy b etween the results
obtained by Hermes and van Gestel and those of the present Exps. 1 and 2 may b e
due t o such a n interaction . Exp . 3 i s an attempt to clarify this question .
5.1

Subjects

Nineteen l i steners, 8 mal e and 1 1 female, served as subj ects in thi s experiment .
5.2

Stimuli and procedure

Five different voices were used for the stimuli in thi s experiment, the normal mal e
and femal e voices a s well a s fal setto versions of both these speaker types and a
femal e voice in a low register, remini scent of the speech of some femal e smokers .
For data see Table IV. The normal female voice served as standard also in thi s
experiment.
5.3

Results and discussion

The average liveliness ratings of each stimulus are shown in Figs. 9 and 1 0 . In Fig.
1 0, the ratings are plotted against the Fa-excursions on a semitone scal e . It can be
seen that the fal setto voices received higher ratings for both the female and the m al e
voice types while the female voice in the low register received lower ratings than
the normal female voice.
In Fig. 9, the l iveliness ratings are plotted against the Fa-excursions in Hertz.
Comparing these plots with those of the same data in Fig. 1 0, we can see a
di screpancy in the opposite direction. The curves representing the ratings for the
fal setto voices are now l ower and those for the low register voice are higher. If we
had used only a male speaker, i . e . , only the data shown in Figs . 9a and l Oa, we
might conclude from these results that the scale on which Fa-excursions with the
sam e extent are perceptually equivalent i s neither a semitone scal e nor a Hz scale
but a scale somewhere in between those two, as suggested by Hermes and van
Gestel ( 1 99 1 ) . If the data shown in Figs. 9 and 1 0 are plotted against the variation
in ERB-rate of Fa (lowest partial), the di screpancy between the ratings of the stimuli
that were most similar to those used by Hermes and van Gestel , namely those
simulating speech in the malefal setto vs. modal register,i s, indeed, dimini shed
dramatically. Thi s holds al so in a compari son offemale speech in the modal regi ster
with that in the l ow register. If we compare speech in the female fal setto register
with that in the female modal regi ster, we find that the results areeven compatible
with scaling the Fa-variations in bark or i n Hertz. However, the data obtained i n
Exp . 1 and 2 suggest thi s kind o f approach t o be fundamentally flawed. Scaling the
extent of the Fa-excursions in ERB would, instead, lead to a substantial di screpancy
between predicted and ob served liveliness for speakers who differ in age or sex .
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Thus, we cannot escape the conclusion that liveliness ratings are influenced by
some factor in addition to the extent of the Fa-excursions and speech rate.
It has been suggested above that the formant frequencies, in particular F 1 , might
be relevant for the liveliness ratings. Thi s question can be answered by comparing
the liveliness ratings given to stimuli in whi ch the Fa-contour was the same whil e
there was a difference in formant frequencies. The female low regi ster versions had
the same Fa-contour as the mal e modal regi ster versions, whil e the mal e fal setto
versions had the same Fa-contour as the female modal regi ster versions. The female
fal setto versions are excluded from thi s comparison . In a pairwi se compari son test,
the ratings given to the stimuli in the low female register were found to be
significantly lower than those given to the stimuli in the male modal regi ster, by
6 . 1 units on average . There was also a difference in the expected direction between
the stimuli in the female modal regi ster and in the male fal setto regi ster, but for the
pooled results, thi s difference of 2.6 units failed to attain the 5% significance l evel .
6.

General discussion

The present investigation had two aims . First and foremost, to answer the question
of how listeners evaluate Fa-excursions, i . e . , what kind of scale should be used i n
order for perceptually equivalent Fa-excursions t o be represented by equal interval s .
The second aim concerned the perception of ' liveliness' a s such. We wanted to
know on which basi s subj ects rate thi s psychological variable.
The results of Exp . 1 showed that listeners j udge Fa-intervals in the speech of
men, women, and children to be equal if they are equal in semi tones. The data
shown in Fig. 4 may still be compatible with a scale that devi ates to a slight extent
from a semitone scale. However, the overwhelming agreement among all except
the most ' noisy ' li steners in their judgment that the liveliness of the male version
of the utterance with a ke 1 . 00 agrees preci sely with that of the female standard
with the same value ofke, shows us that the semitone hypothesis hol ds with as high
a degree of preci sion as could be achi eved given the resolution of the present
experiments. Around thi s minimum the between-l i stener variation in the liveliness
ratings increases with an increasing difference between standard and comparison
in the relative extent of the Fa-excursions, as can be seen in Fig. 5b, but al so with
differences in speech rate. This i s primarily a consequence of differences between
subj ects in the slopes of their liveliness functions with respect to these two cues .
In our analysis, we have chosen to oppose a logarithmic against a linear scale
of frequency . By rej ecting the relevance of the linear scale, we al so rej ect the
relevance of the b ark-scale . Within the region of Fa-frequencies, the bark scale
devi ates only marginally from a linear scale of frequency whil e the ERB-scale can
be said to be about half-way between a linear and a logarithmic scal e . Replacing
=
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the linear scale of frequency with an ERB scal e would reduce the discrepancies in
Figs. 4a and 6a, but the discrepancy between adult mal e and 5 -year old would still
be very l arge and we could not explain the b etween-subj ect consensus in their
ratings of the male and female stimuli with ke 1 . 0.
While the results ofExps. 1 and 2 showed that Hermes and van Gestel ' s ( 1 99 1 )
claim that Fa-excursions are perceptually equivalent if they are the same expressed
in ERB is not a valid generalization, the results of Exp . 3 are compatible with the
results on which that claim was based. Against the background given by the results
of Exps. 1 and 2, this can only be understood if it is assumed that listeners take an
additional factor into account when rating liveliness and thi s factor must be related
to the frequency position of the formants. The liveliness evoked at a given speech
rate by Fa-excursions with a given extent in semitones appears to depend on the
amount of space available below F l . If the spectral distance between F 1 and Fb i s
larger than what i t normally is, the perceived degree of liveliness i s decreased if it i s smaller, liveliness is increased. We shall not attempt to evaluate thi s
hypothesis quantitatively. In order to do that we would need to decide upon a
definition ofF 1 in thi s context. What i s relevant here i s probably some kind of mean
rather than the instantaneous position of F 1 . We would also have to decide how to
scale the di stance between F 1 and Fa . A bark scale is probably more adequate than
a logarithmic scale for describing the auditory mapping of formants, but even thi s
approach has its i ntricacies . In normal phonation, the bark di stance between the
average F3 and the average or base-value of Fa can be said to be independent of
the age and sex of the speaker (Traunmuller, 1 988). The same can be said about
F2 , but it does not hold so nicely for F l . Our present results do not tell us how to
handle thi s problem . It is not even clear that what we are dealing with is an
immediate interaction between Fa and the formants. The ob served interaction
might, instead, be mediated by the prior perception of personal properti es such as
the speaker' s ' size' or age and sex and the listener' s expectations concerning the
speech of such a speaker.
Although there was no other obj ective factor than the formant frequencies to
whi ch the deviati on of the results of Exp . 3 from those of Exps. 1 and 2 could be
attributed, the attempted demonstration of this effect fail ed to attain significance
in comparing the male fal setto voice with the modal female voice. When l ooking
for an expl anation of that failure, we noticed that the range of ratings for stimuli in
which the speaker was the same as in the standard was slightly larger than in the
other cases. Thi s is reflected in the lines describing the liveliness ratings of
utterances with different speaker characteristics, e.g. , in Fig. 4b in a reduced slope
in the middle of the range. This explains why the expected effect was smaller i n
the compari son of the mal e fal setto voice with the modal female voice than in the
=
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compari son of the modal mal e with the l ow-regi ster female voice. Only the first
mentioned case i nvolved a j udgment against a voice with the same speaker
characteri stics - the modal female voice . In all the other cases the ratings of the
stimuli with a high ke will be reduced since the speaker is not the same as in the
standard. Thus, the i ncreased liveliness due to the fal setto characteri stics of the
male voice will, to some extent, be neutralized by the decrease in liveliness ratings
due to the difference in speaker characteri stics .
As for the second aim of thi s investigation, we have seen that the perceived
degree of liveliness depends mainly on the extent of the Fa-excursions and on
speech rate. For an average li stener, a 1 % increase in liveliness can be achieved by
increasing speech rate with 0 . 9%, while the extent of the Fa-excursions must b e
increased by about 3 % in order to achieve the same increase in perceived liveliness.
When analyzing our results, we considered the hypothesi s that the perceived
liveliness might be given by the derivative of the Fa-movement. Thi s hypothesis
had to be rej ected since in that case, the effect ofa 1 % increase in speech rate should
have been no larger than that of a 1 % increase in the extent of the Fa-excursions.
In thi s context it i s relevant to mention that li steners are in general very sensitive
to variations in speech rate. It has been found that ratings of speech rate are
approximately proporti onal to the2nd power of speech rate expressed in syllables
per second (Grosj ean and Lane, 1 9 8 1 ) .
W e had expected the liveliness ratings to vary i n accordance with power
functions of speech rate and of the extent of the Fa-excursions . Although we still
believe a power-function approach to b e theoretically preferable to a linear ap
proach, at least for the descripti on of the relation between speech rate and liveliness,
we have chosen to follow the latter approach after finding that most, but not all ,
subj ects would attach a non-zero rating to the liveliness of a n utterance with a
completely flat Fa-contour.
The age of the simul ated speakers who were intended to represent children,
especially that of the ' 5-year old ' has not b een perceived as i ntended in spite of the
great care taken to ensure that Fa as well as the formant frequencies and speech rate
approximated the data publi shed on speakers of that age. Results obtained in
another study (Traunmuller and Bezooij en, 1 993), completed after the present
experiments, have shown that the verbal maturity of a speaker influences, not
surpri singly, the perceived age of the speaker. In the present case, the voice
characteristics were right for a 5 -year old, but the speech style, in the widest sense,
was indicative of an adult speaker.
The accidental finding that adult male and adult female li steners give different
age ratings to these stimuli may be due to sex-specific ways of resolving the
di screpancy between the verb al and the nonverbal cues contained in the stimuli . It
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was pointed out to us by R. van Bezooij en, that it has been suggested previously
that men might be more sensitive to verbal information and women more to
nonverbal information. If this is true, our results would indicate that women
integrate all kinds of cues, perhaps attaching slightly more weight to the nonverbal
cues than to the verbal cues, thereby arriving at an age-rating that is higher than
indicated by the nonverbal cues but lower than indicated by the verb al cues, whil e
m e n attach more weight t o the verbal cues and face difficulti es in bri dging the
di screpancy between the verbal and the nonverbal cues without assuming an
abnormal physiology of the speaker. They appear to have interpreted the intended
5 -year old as an adult who is small in stature. One subj ect even described the voice
as belonging to an old female dwarf. The question about the basis of thi s sex-spe
cific behavior remains to be investigated further. Although we can claim to have
shown that there is a sex-specific difference in auditory age perception, our
accidental results are not sufficient to test the suggested hypothesi s . The results
could, e.g. , equally well be due to a sex-specific reaction to the audible di stortions
that are introduced by the LPC-b ased speech synthesi s.
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Quality judgements
by users of text-to-speech synthesis
as a handicap aid
Olle Engstrand

1.

Introduction

This paper reports a survey of the need for improved quality in text-to-speech
systems for handicapped users. Quality criteria are concerned primarily with those
phonetic aspects which affect the intelligibility and naturalness of the artificially
simulated speech (rate of utterance, articulatory precision etc.) rather than phonetic
expressions of age, sex, emotion etc. (paralinguistic variation). The aim here is to
a) analyse comments collected from visually and speech-handicapped users, and
to a certain extent also from dyslectic users, and b) base the specifications for
text-to-speech systems on these analyses. These specifications can then be used
when priorities are to be made between future improvements, with the requirements
of the users in mind.
2.

Method

Three groups of handicapped users with partly different requirements and condi
tions are involved here. The visually handicapped and dyslectic users want syn
thesis primarily as a means of reading texts, both those they have written them
selves, and others. Users with a speech handicap use synthesis to communicate
directly with others. For this group, it was therefore natural to consider the
experiences of those close to the user, in particular, relatives and medical staff. In
some cases, where the user was not available himself, it was necessary to let a
relative supply the information.
Six speech-handicapped users and 11 relatives or medical staff were inter
viewed. The interviews with the speech-handicapped users were conducted by
direct speech, text-to-speech synthesis or text telephone. Ten visually handicapped
people were interviewed. One dyslectic person was interviewed. About half of the
interviews were conducted in front of the synthesis terminal with demonstrations
and examples, the others by telephone.
The interviews lasted from half an hour to one and a half hours. All interviews
had a free and open format. Care was taken not to influence the informants with
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leading questions, and I tried to obtain primarily spontaneous reactions. In addition,
a series of follow-up questions were put to the informants, concerning the intelligi
bility and naturalness of the synthesis, its sensitivity to noise, the time required to
become accustomed to it etc., all set in relation to the informants' judgement of
phonetic dimensions such as stress, phrasing, intonation, rate of utterance, articu
latory precision etc.
3.

Results and comments

Most of what the interviews revealed is presented and discussed in this section. The
users' reactions are fairly consistent, both between the different handicap groups
and to different text-to-speech systems. The various informant groups will therefore
generally be treated as a single group. I shall not distinguish between or compare
different synthesis systems - there is not sufficient data for that. As far as the users
are concerned, the systems seem to have the same fundamental faults and merits,
although probably not to the same extent.
It must be stressed that the general attitude to text-to-speech synthesis as an aid
is very positive in all the groups (although there are clear exceptions). Many
describe synthesis as a wonderful aid which greatly facilitates work, study or
communication in general. Criticism and requests for improvements should be
considered with this in mind.
3.1

Overall limitations
The main points, expressed very consistently in various forms, can be summarized
as follows:
Text-to-speech synthesis is quite intelligible with a certain effort from the
listener in quiet surroundings, in a familiar context and after a period of familiari
zation. The speech style is, however, quite unlike natural speech - it is uniform
and monotonous.
3.1.1
Psychological effort, sensitivity to noise
Listening to and understanding synthetic speech always requires greater concen
tration than natural speech. Synthesis is, therefore, much more sensitive to noise
than natural speech. The following comment is typical: "You really have to
concentrate, you get tired... You don't automatically understand the synthetic
speech, you have to listen carefully. "

Comment
The strongest and most consistent impression which the text-to-speech users have
put forward concerns the sensitivity of synthetic speech to noise and the effort
required to understand the contents of the text. Intelligibility is satisfactory as long
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as the user can concentrate well enough. Most users benefit so much from synthesis
that they are motivated to apply the necessary concentration, but this appears to
cost them considerable psychological effort.
One consequence of this is that for those around the user, the ability to
understand synthetic messages is largely a question of familiarity and attitude. This
concerns primarily the speech-handicapped group, who mainly direct synthetic
speech to other people. Several speech-handicapped users have noticed that many
listeners lack the patience to listen and understand. Others have pointed out that
the intelligibility of the synthesis is dramatically worse than natural speech for older
people with moderate hearing impairments.
Another consequence comes of the following argument concerning aims and
means for evaluation of the overall quality of text-to-speech synthesis:
The ability to perceive synthetic messages can be understood and measured in
several ways. In what is known as the "sentence-by-sentence" method, which has
recently been used in, among other places, Sweden (e.g. Carlson, Granstrom,
Neovius and Nord, 1992; Neovius and Raghavendra, 1993), it is assumed that there
is a positive correlation between the quality of the synthesis and the speed with
which the test listeners get through the test. In this kind of investigation it has been
shown that the listeners' performance in text-to-speech tasks is, in some situations,
comparable to corresponding natural speech tasks. The sentence-by-sentence
method does not, however, explicitly measure the degree of psychological effort
associated with the perception of synthetic messages. For my informants, however,
precisely this constitutes an essential difference between natural speech and text
to-speech synthesis. It is clearly desirable for future evaluatory work in the field of
text-to-speech to develop adequate tests to explicitly capture this aspect.
3.1.2

Context
My informants have also observed that it is particularly difficult to perceive
synthetic messages taken out of context. As one of the users expressed it: "You
almost have to know what is being said before you can understand it. "
Comment
It is, of course, always, even with natural speech, easier to perceive a message taken
in context. However, the informants' claim that the problem is considerably
aggravated in synthesis is so definite and consistent that it must be taken seriously.
The familiar context which is often necessary for the synthesis to be relatively
easy to understand is usually less of a problem for the visually handicapped users
than for the speech-handicapped users. The visually handicapped users I have
talked to mostly use synthesis with familiar texts, often written by themselves. (I
have not been able to reach e.g. visually handicapped readers of synthesized
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newspaper text.) The problem seems to be considerable for the group of speech
handicapped users and those to whom their synthetic speech is addressed.
3.1.3

Length of training
Different informants estimated the time required to achieve relatively good
intelligibility as 2� weeks of fairly regular use.
Comment
The permanent level of competence is achieved relatively quickly. This fairly short
training period might, therefore, not seem to pose a problem. It is, however, worth
noting that training is necessary before the synthesis can be dealt with relatively
easily. It is also interesting to hear the informants accounts of their own and others'
first encounter with the synthesis. The predominant experience is that the simulated
speech initially sounds strange and is difficult to understand. This is not the case
with perception of, for example, an adult with normal speech and no strong
non-standard dialect.
All of these observations concerning sensitivity to noise, effort, context and
training time show that the available text-to-speech systems have clear defects as
far as phonetic quality is concerned. How can these defects be specified more
clearly? Which improvements should be given priority to ease the problems?
3.2

Specific limitations
The informants specifically indicate the following reasons for the above problems.
3.2.1

Phrasing and pauses
The informants reported frequent difficulty in hearing how the text is composed.
The following comment is representative: "You want to be able to hear the
punctuation", i.e. how words and phrases are grouped together, where sentences
begin and end, etc. At places where this does not work satisfactorily, it is easy to
get stuck and lose one's place in the text. This makes it more difficult to make sense
of the text as a whole.
Comment
Essentially, this means that the boundaries of the syntactic constituents of the text
are not marked correctly or clearly enough by prosodic means (intonation, duration,
sufficient pauses etc.). This may seem surprising in the light of the long and
successful history of research in Swedish prosody. The relationship between syntax
and prosody is, of course, a complex one, but I am sure that existing models of
prosody, complemented by targeted research (see e.g. Bruce, Granstrom, Gustafson
and House, 1992, 1993; Strangert, Ejerhed and Huber, 1993), would provide a good
basis for quality improvements in this area.
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3.2.2

Stress and focus
It is often difficult to perceive the relative prominence of words and phrases, i.e. it
is not always clear what weight is to be attributed to words and phrases in the context
of the text. This hinders the interpretation of the text as a whole.
Comment
This observation has two separate aspects. On the one hand, the problem of how
the relative weight of words and phrases is to be marked prosodically can probably
be solved on the basis of existing knowledge. We know quite a lot about how this
happens using suitable adjustments in fundamental frequency, duration, intensity,
articulatory precision etc. On the other hand, we are not yet equipped to solve the
much more difficult problem of predicting when and by how much a word or a
phrase is to be highlighted in its context.
Consider this example: It is well known that almost all Swedish compound
words (words like dppeitrdd, "apple tree" ,grdsmatta, "lawn"... ) are pronounced
with what is known as the grave tonal word accent, i.e. with a falling tone on the
first stressed vowel followed by a rise to the next stressed vowel. This tonal contour
is necessary and sufficient to give the impression of a stressed grave accent word
(Zetterlund, Nordstrand and Engstrand, 1978). The precise extent of the second rise
is determined by how prominent the word is to be in the context of the sentence
(cf. Bruce, 1977). If the rise is too small, the word will sound too unstressed, if it
is too high, the word will sound too emphatic and be attributed too much pro
minence in its context. This kind of error of adjustment not only leads to unnatural
sounding pronunciation, but also to the listener misinterpreting the intention behind
the utterance. This co-ordination between the phonetic properties of speech and its
semantics and pragmatics is extremely complex and little studied. There are no
concrete models here which can be simply applied in a text-to-speech system,
although there are a few rough rules of thumb, e.g. that new information is usually
made phonetically prominent, while known information stays in the background.
Tentative models are being formed in this area (cf. e.g. Horne, 1991, Horne et al.,
1993).
An observation made by almost all the informants also belongs here: Stress is
placed on the wrong syllable in many words and phrases (examples are provided,
e.g. kompe'tens "competence" becomes kom'petens. This is disturbing and reduces
the usefulness of the synthesis is various situations. For example, when proof-read
ing one's own texts (visually handicapped and dyslectic users) it is not possible to
ascertain whether the spelling is incorrect or the rule system has generated an
incorrect pronunciation.
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3.2.3

Rate of utterance
It is desirable for the user to be able to vary the speed at which the text is read aloud
(rate of utterance). This is, in principle, possible. However, the informants consist
ently observed that both a relatively low and a relatively high rate of utterance make
the speech less natural and less intelligible. In particular, an increase in rate of
utterance does not, in itself, lead to more natural sounding speech, and a low tempo
does not result in increased clarity, on the contrary, the speech becomes "unclear",
"drawled" or "blurred" (representative judgements). (This has given my dyslectic
informant particular difficulty, since she is dependent on a slow and clear reading
to give her time to check her spelling.)
Comment
It might seem natural that too fast reading would impair the intelligibility of the
simulated speech. It is less intuitively obvious that too slow reading also impairs
the quality of the synthesis: it should be easier to follow the text when it is read
slowly. This is probably not the central issue. I believe that the informants' negative
reactions to both high and low rates of speech should be interpreted as follows.
It is probably not primarily the informants' capacity for processing data which
sets the limits regarding the speech rate of the synthesis. It is normally easy to
understand natural speech, even if it is very fast or very slow. It can, thus, be
supposed that the problem with text-to-speech synthesis is rather that its changes
in rate of utterance do not accurately imitate those in natural speech. This is a rather
complicated issue in itself. The complexity lies in the fact that changes in the tempo
of natural speech are not linear. This non-linearity means, for example, that
different parts of words and utterances are shortened or lengthened to different
extents. Several studies have, for example, shown that unstressed syllables are
shortened relatively more than stressed syllables and that vowels are shortened
more than consonants when rate of utterance increases (this is the case for Swedish
and English, but not necessarily for all languages). Another important characteristic
of fast speech, especially in fast reading of text, is that pauses tend to disappear and
that boundaries of syntactic constituents and the like tend to be marked less clearly
than in slower speech.
A further important example of non-linearity in tempo variation is the follow
ing: Certain kinds of sounds are inherently dynamic in the sense that their very
identity lies in extremely fast spectral changes. For example, the category of stops,
/p t k b d g/ etc. is characterized by rapid spectral change in the VC and CV
boundaries, while the corresponding fricatives start and end more gradually. This
means that there is a theoretical limit on how much e.g. a vowel-stop-vowel
sequence can be linearly extended in time. At a certain point, the inherent abrupt-
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ness of the stop will be threatened, and it will then be perceived either a s a drawled
stop or as the corresponding fricative or affricate. This does not normally happen
in natural slow speech. There the vowels and closed portions of the stops are
lengthened, while the transitions between vowels and stops are still characterized
by rapid spectral transitions.
The conclusion must be that it would be worthwhile testing whether variations
in speech tempo in text-to-speech synthesis could be simulated in a more natural
way, taking the non-linearity discussed above into account.
Finally, it should be observed that variations in the tempo of natural speech
interact with yet another important dimension, i.e. the variation displayed in natural
speech between casual and formal phonetic performance. This aspect will be
discussed in the next section.
3.2.4

Speech style
Most informants point out the stylistic monotony and lack of variability of the
synthesis as a clear failing. I shall attempt to capture this in terms of the variation
found in natural speech between casual and formal and the phonetic correlates of
this stylistic dimension.
Comment
The factors we have discussed so far are in many ways related to the intelligibility
of the synthetic speech, and thus fairly directly to its usefulness in practical
situations in communicating, at work or study. What I have referred to as speech
style is really more concerned with the naturalness and flexibility of the synthesis
and therefore also with its possible applications. A representative comment from
one of the visually handicapped informants was: "Text-to-speech synthesis works
well as an aid to write memos and the like, but you would never dream of using it
to read fiction. ".
It would, however, be an oversimplification to divide the limitations of text-to
speech synthesis into those characteristics purely associated with the conveying of
information on the one hand and purely aesthetic or stylistic characteristics on the
other. Firstly, there are stylistic aspects to all the above phenomena. Secondly, it
is very probable that greater potential for stylistic variation, as was called for by
most of the informants, would considerably improve the intelligibility of the
text-to-speech synthesis. Let me substantiate this conclusion by drawing attention
to a universal aspect of natural speech situations, which we can call situational
adaptation to the listener.
According to Lindblom (e.g. 1987) natural speaker-listener strategies are char
acterized by an aspiration to achieve what he calls "sufficient phonetic contrast".
In principle, this means that the speaker in a dialogue adjusts his speech in a flexible
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way to the requirements of clarity, speech tempo etc. which the listener can be
assumed to have in a given situation. Imagine, for example, a group of elderly Social
Democrats involved in a discussion about Swedish domestic politics during the
1950s. We would probably often hear utterances like [sos'jamkratna] or [tag'lande].
The low degree of precision in the pronunciation of socialdemokraterna "Social
Democrats" and Tage Erlander (the Prime Minister of Sweden from 1946-1969),
an example of what is known as phonetic reduction, is typically found in situations
where the vocabulary is limited by a predetermined choice of subject matter. In
such a situation, very small phonetic means are sufficient to steer the listeners'
perception in the right direction. In other situations, for example when listing a
number of unpredictable names or numbers, much greater clarity is required. The
pronunciation of a given word varies, therefore, from phonetically reduced''weak"
forms to phonetically explicit "strong" forms.
How predictable is the choice between more or less reduced forms? This is
really an open question. A rough rule of thumb is that new information is generally
assigned a phonetically strong form while previously known information is as
signed a weaker form. Another tentative generalization is that "grammatical"
words (conjunctions, prepositions etc.) are reduced more than "lexical" words
(verbs, nouns etc.). A further relationship which can be observed in natural speech
is that the variation between phonetically strong and weak forms is related to the
speed at which they are produced, i.e. rate of utterance (cf. above). It is therefore
probable that a reduced form such as [tag'lande] is pronounced more rapidly than
the corresponding strong form [tage erlander]. This adjustment gives natural speech
much of the rhythm which is lacking in the synthesis. (Some informants charac
terized the rhythm of the synthesis as "monotonous" or "soporific ").
The two phenomena (strong vs. weak, slow vs., fast) can, however, also occur
independently, that is, a) rapid speech can contain strong forms and b) slow speech
can contain weak forms. Similar effects can be found in different situations with a
single speaker. A radio commentary of a fast ice-hockey match can contain
examples of the first kind. Lennart Hyland's sometimes machine-gun-like com
mentaries are often given as a classic example. Different combinations of speech
tempo and phonetic reduction can also contribute to the formation of personal styles
of speech.
The possibility of synthetically simulating personal styles of speech was not
given high priority by my informants - there are more important requirements.
One such basic requirement is without doubt the ability of text-to-speech synthesis
to accurately and appropriately imitate the normal stylistic variation of natural
speech.
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Our theoretical knowledge in this area is, however, still insufficient to be easily
applied in a text-to-speech system. This is, thus, yet another area where significant
improvements in quality will be attainable only as research makes new models
available. This is particularly so regarding the range of phonetic-stylistic variation
(how great is the difference between strong and weak forms?); its systematics (what
are the intermediate forms like?); its perceptual relevance (what is its contribution
to the naturalness and intelligibility of the speech?) and its pred ictability (what
factors trigger the choice of strong or weak forms?). Research is, however,
underway at a number of international centres, and many useful theories are being
formed (see e.g. the special issue on speech styles of Speech Communication , vol.
11, nos. 4-5).
4.

Summary and conclusion

On the basis of judgements made by a number of users of text-to-speech synthesis
as a handicap aid, I have concluded that the following areas should be given priority
when seeking to improve the intelligibility and naturalness of the simulated speech:
a) phrasing and pauses, b) stress and focus, c) temporal and stylistic variation.
This is a tall order, involving several of the central areas of phonetics, prosody
in particular. It is not possible on the basis of the available interviews to make
priorities between these areas. They are not, in any case, independent of each other;
they influence each other in many ways. In some cases, progress might be made
using existing theoretical knowledge.On the whole, however, it seems likely that
significant improvements in text-to-speech synthesis will have to wait until ex
perimental speech research makes adequate models available, probably a long and
trying wait.
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Word-prosodic features in
Estonian conversational speech:
some preliminary results 1
Diana Krull

Abstract
Estonian has three distinctive degrees of quantity: short, long and overlong.
This paper reports an investigation on the temporal and tonal correlates to
quantity in the natural conversation of one Estonian speaker. The results
show statistically significant differences between quantities only for the
temporal correlates. The tonal correlates display a considerable overlap
between quantities.
1.

Introduction

Over the years, several investigations have been addressed to the Estonian quantity
system. A number of theories about the nature of the three distinctive quantities
and their acoustic correlates have been put forward. (For an overview, see Lehiste
1970, 1988; a new theory is presented by Eek and Help 1987). The phonetic material
on which those theories have been based, consists of so called "laboratory speech",
that is, words or sentences prepared by the investigator and read by the speaker.
However, more recent work has shown that more spontaneously produced speech
can differ considerably from such laboratory productions (see e.g. Lindgren, Krull
and Engstrand ( 1987). Nevertheless, the acoustic correlates to phonological dis
tinctions can, at least to some extent, be present also in conversational speech. The
stability of such acoustic correlates can differ with language. For example, Eng
strand ( 1992) has shown that duration relations are much more robust in Finnish
when compared to Swedish. This may be due to the fact that Finnish has principally
one acustic correlate to quantity, whereas Swedish has two: duration and vowel
quality.
It can be hypothesized that if an acoustic parameter is used as a primary correlate
to phonological distinctions in a language, the freedom of the speakers of the
1) This is a slightly expanded version of the paper with the same title in: D. House and P.
Touati (Eds.) : Working Papers, 41 (Proceedings of an ESCA workshop on prosody,
1993), Department of Linguistics and Phonetics, Lund University.
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language to use this parameter for other purposes will be restricted. That is,
differences in the acoustic parameter should remain relatively robust across speak
ing styles. Therefore, an investigation of natural Estonian conversation is important
for two reasons: It can help to test the hypothesis, and, at the same time, shed some
more light on the question relative importance of different cues to quantity in
Estonian.
Estonian has three phonologically distinct degrees of quantity: short (Q 1), long
(Q2) and overlong (Q3). They are signalled by the duration ratio between the first
(main stressed) and the second syllable of a word. The typical ratio for Q 1 is 2:3,
for Q2 3: 2 and forQ3 2: 1 (Lehiste 1960). To distinguishQ3 fromQ2, listeners use
an additional tonal cue (Lehiste 1970): falling FO for Q3 and flat or slightly rising
for Q2.
Is the relatively small temporal difference between Q2 and Q3 maintained in
conversational speech? Earlier results with words read in isolation and in a carrier
phrase (Krull 1992) showed that the duration relation between the two initial
syllables remained stable even when the syllables involved were shortened as a
result of increased word length. In most of the cases, the differences in the FO
contour also remained stable.
Other tonal cues described in the literature but not studied in Krull op. cit. , are
an FO stepdown from the end of VI to the beginning of V2 (Lehiste 1970b), and
an earlier location in time of an FO maximum within VI for Q3 (Eek 1990).
The aim of the present study is to assess the stability of these cues in natural
conversational Estonian speech, to begin with, of one speaker.

Table I. Schematic representation of the two initial syllables of 01, 02 and 03 words in
Estonian. Only the underlined forms were used in this investigation.
Quantity degree
01

Schema
(C)VCV

02

(C)vVCV
(C)VCCV
(C)WCCV

03

(C)VVVC(V)
(C)VCCCM
(C)VWCCC(V)
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Method

The subject was a male phonetician, native speaker of standard Estonian, resident
in Estonia. Seated in an anechoic chamber together with the author and prompted
by a few short questions, he related episodes from his childhood, schooldays and
travels. The talk - over an hour and a half of a lively near-monologue - was
recorded digitally. Lexical non-compound words of the form underlined in Table
I were located and sampled into a computer at a rate of 10 kHz/so VI was a short,
long or overlong vowel, or - only when long or overlong - a diphthong; C was
a short consonant. The form with a short intervocalic consonant was chosen because
the exact duration of a single short consonant in syllable initial position is of no
consequence for the quantity degree and therefore VI and V2 can be used to
represent syllables (Lehiste 1960). The three-way quantity contrast is connected to
the two initial syllables of a word, of which the first carries the main stress.
For the analysis, the Kay CSL 3400 system was used. Vowel durations were
measured and the duration ratio VlIV2 was calculated. The beginning and end of
the vowel were defined as the onset and and offset of a clear formant pattern. When
the vowel was preceded by a stop, the burst release was defined as the beginning
of the vowel. The aspirative phase sometimes appearing at the end of vowels,
especially in word final position, was not included.
Next, FO was measured at the beginning and end of VI and V2. After stop
consonants, the voice onset instead of the burst was now defined as the beginning
of the vowel. If there was an FO maximum within VI, its frequency and temporal
location were marked. Utterance final words were not included. The remaining
material consisted of 157 words, 48 of QI, 45 ofQ2 and 64 of Q3. Words where
VI was a long or an overlong vowel were measured separately from words where
it was a diphthong. Moreover, disyllabic words - which were in a clear majority
- were measured separately from words of three or four syllables.
Mann-Whitney U-tests showed no significant change in syllable duration due
to the lengthening of the word as was reported by Krull (1992) for laboratory
speech, neither was any significant difference found between long vowels and
diphthongs. Therefore, these groups were analyzed together.
3.

Results

The durations of VI and V2 are shown in the so called "box and whiskers" plots
in Fig. I, and the VI/V2 duration ratios can be seen in Fig. 2. The data were, in
general, not normally distributed, therefore median values are given instead of
means, and the Mann-Whitney U-test was used. The test showed statistically
significant differences between QI-Q2, and Q2-Q3, both for the durations of VI
and V2 and for the VI/V2 ratios. For all cases p<.OOl.
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Figure 1. Box-and-whiskers plots of the duration of V1 (top) and V2 (bottom) in three
degrees of quantity. The boxes represent the spread of 50% of the sample, 25% (quartile)
above and 25% below the median. The whiskers (above and below the boxes) are drawn
to the nearest value not beyond a standard span of the quartiles. The points beyond that
are represented by astrisks and circles. (For a definition of box-and-whiskers plots, see
Velleman and Hoaglin, 1981.)
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The corresponding differences in FO-change, on the other hand, were not
statistically significant, although there was a tendency for FO to fall more during
2
VI in Q3 than in Q2 words (Figs. 3 and 4). There was also a tendency for FO to
stay unchanged between the end of VI and the beginning of V2 in Q3 words, and
to fall in connection with Q2, but even here the difference was small and the
variation considerable.
An FO maximum within VI was found in 27% of the Q2 words and in 59% of
the Q3 words; QI words had no such maximum. The location of the maximum on
the time axis was earlier in Q3 than in Q2 words: for Q2 median location of the
maximum was at 55% of the entire duration of VI, for Q3 the corresponding value
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Figure 5. Schematic representation of the FO contour in words that had an FO peak within
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was at 44% (Fig. 5). However, the difference in location was not statistically
significant.
Finally, the material was checked for possible correlations between the different
acoustic correlates to quantity. No such correlation - positive or negative - was
found.
4.

Discussion

It was hypothesized in the Introduction that if an acoustic parameter is used as a
primary correlate to phonological distinctions in a language, the freedom of the
speakers of the language to use this parameter for other purposes will be restricted.
This hypothesis, if true, would predict that the temporal correlates to Q 1 and Q2,
and at least one - temporal or tonal - correlate to the distinction between Q2 and
Q3 would remain stable. That is, there should be some acoustic differences between
quantities found in "laboratory speech" that remain stable even in a more sponta
neous speaking style.
The results of this investigation showed that - for this one speaker - the most
stable acoustic difference between quantities was temporal. Not only the duration
ratios, but even the absolute durations of VI and V2 were significantly different
between quantity degrees. Although there was a certain overlap, it was small and
involved few items. A comparison of these results with temporal data from words
of the same form read in a carrier phrase by the same speaker (Eek 1975) showed,
surprisingly, that the temporal differences between quantities were enhanced rather
than weakened in a more natural speech style. A possible reason for this may be
that, in conversational speech, the speaker may increase the duration of overlong
syllables, for example, to signal emphasis.
The tonal correlates, on the other hand, were present only as a statistically not
significant tendency. The stability of the temporal cues in Estonian therefore
suggests that these cues may be the most crucial cues for signalling quantity.
However, further investigation with more speakers is necessary.
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Appendix
Median and upper/lower quartile values of duration and FO data. For QI, N=48;
for Q2, N=45, and for Q3, N=64. An FO maximum within VI was found in 12 Q2
words and 38 Q3 words.

Table AI. Duration (ms) of V1, C, and V2, location of an FO peak (if any) within V1 (ms from
the beginning of the vowel) , and the V11 V2 ratio.

Upper quartile
Median
Lower quartile

Quantity V1 dur
96
I
83
68

Max loc

C dur
51
44
34

V2 dur
131
107
99

V1N2
.9
.7
.6

Upper quartile
Median
Lower quartile

II

158
134
114

118
76
49

71
57
39

97
78
65

2.1
1.7
1.5

Upper quartile
Median
Lower quartile

III

216
180
149

103
87
65

66
56
45

76
56
46

3.9
3.2
2.3

Table All. FO (Hz) at the beginning, peak (if any) and end of V1, and at the beginning and
end of V2.

Upper qtl
Median
Lower qtl
Upper qtl
Median
Lowerqtl
Upper qtl
Median
Lowerqtl

Quantity
I

II

III

V1 init
130
115
105
135
128
114
145
120
105

Peak

168
155
142
162
139
125

V1 final
139
120
105
135
126
114
134
115
103
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V2 init
136
123
108
128
117
105
132
116
100

V2 final
121
107
95
116
107
100
121
104
98
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Sonority contrasts dominate
young infants' vowel perception 1
Francisco Lacerda
1.

Introduction

Most earlier studies assessing young infants' perception of vocalic contrasts have
concentrated on reporting successful discrimination of the vowel contrasts on
which the infants were tested. Recently, however, a shift in focus appeared in infant
speech perception studies. Instead of exclusively addressing the issue of how young
infants sort speech sounds into meaningful phonemic categories, research has
moved on to study the nature of the infants' internal representations of speech
sounds. Some years ago, studies carried out by Bertoncini, Bijeljac-Babic, Jusczyk,
Kennedy and Mehler (1988), suggested that 2-month old infants were able to detect
common denominator phonetic properties in series of speech sounds. In addition,
work by Kuhl (1985; 1987) suggests that 6-month-old infants are able to perceive
phonetic invariance in the presence of acoustic differences due to the speaker's sex
and age. Thus, infants seem to be able to discriminate between speech sounds used
distinctively in their ambient languages and also to recognise phonetic equivalence
even in the presence of paralinguistic variability. Also cross-linguistic develop
mental studies indicate that, initially, language general speech perception processes
are shaped into efficient language specific perceptual strategies, in many cases
already by the end of the first year of life (Werker and Tees, 1984; Best, McRoberts
and Sithole 1988; Werker and Polka, 1993). Recently, Kuhl, Williams, Lacerda,
Stevens and Lindblom (1992) reported that infants develop language specific vowel
prototypes as early as by 6-months of age. According to the prototype theory
proposed by Kuhl (1991), prototypes can be pictured as "perceptual magnets".
When variants of a prototypical vowel are heard they are assimilated to the
prototype reference. Thus, the theory predicts that there will be more discrimination
errors when variants are located in the neighbourhood of a prototype (more
generalisations of the prototype) than for variants of a non-prototypical sound. This
type of pattern was, in fact, observed in the cross-language study carried out by
Kuhl et al. (1992). American infants listening to variants of the prototypical
1) Paper presented at the 125th meeting of the Acoustic Society of America, 17-22 May
1993, Ottawa, Canada.
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American Ii/-vowel made more discrimination errors than when listening to the
variants of the foreign Swedish Iy/-vowel, whereas the discrimination pattern
obtained from the Swedish infants was the other way around. Swedish infants
produced significantly more generalisations when listening to variants of the
Swedish Iyl prototype than when listening to variants of the American Iii prototype.
Hence, in terms of the prototype theory, Kuhl et. aI's (1992) results suggest that
infants develop prototypes for the vowels in their native language already by 6
months of age and that these prototypes influence perception of neighbouring vowel
sounds in the way described by the analogy with the perceptual magnets.
The notion that perception of vowel sounds may be structured around the
development of language specific prototypes is of great importance for the insight
it provides into the organisation and development of speech perception strategies.
In this paper we describe the results of a series of experiments in which perceptual
discrimination of vowels in the low region of the vowel space was studied with
Swedish infants. The contrast examined was that between [0] and [a].
The Swedish vowel system makes extensive use of quantity contrasts between
vowels. One of these contrasts involves the long and short vowel phonemes in the
low region of the vowel space, la:1 and la/. In the Swedish dialect of the Stockholm
area (and in most Swedish dialects) this quantity contrast is enhanced by a
correlated quality contrast, resulting in a phonetic [0] vs. [a] distinction. Thus, by
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investigating the Swedish infants' ability to discriminate between the [0] and the
[a] sounds, we are trying to assess the infants' capacity to focus on a quality
difference that conveys relevant phonemic information in the infants' ambient
language.
A recent study by Lacerda (1992a) indicated that 2-3 month-old infants were
apparently unable to discriminate between [0] and [a] synthetic vowels that differed
only in their F2 values. This null result is informative in the context of other speech
perception experiments that have examined young infants' ability to discriminate
vowel contrasts of similar magnitude. Along with the successful discrimination of
an [a] vs. [A] contrast reported by Jusczyk, Bertoncini, Bijeljac-Babic, Kennedy
and Mehler (1990), which is a contrast involving approximately the formant
distance (in Bark) that used by Lacerda (1992a), it suggests that infants may
preferentially focus on vowel contrasts involving F 1 differences.
This paper summarises the results of an investigation designed to assess the
possibility of differential sensitivity to changes in F 1 and F2. The basic experimental
methods used in this investigation have been described in Lacerda (1991; 1992a).
2.

Differential formant sensitivity in 2-3 month-old infants

To examine the possibility that the differences in discrimination performance
observed between Jusczyk et aI's. (1990), and Lacerda's (1992a) results might be
due to procedural differences, like the use of different recovery measures in the
high amplitude sucking procedure (Lacerda, 1993) or discrepancies in the phonetic
detail of the stimuli used in those experiments, we extended our initial set of stimuli
to include a [O]/[A] contrast differing only in Fl and by the same amount (in Bark)
that F2 differed in the original [o]/[a] contrast.
The average +/-1 minute recovery from habituation for the Fl and F2 contrasts
are shown in fig. 1a, along with the data from a no-change control condition. Fig. 1b
displays the same data as box diagrams which provides a better indication of the
different ranges of the recovery from habituation results. The results are based on
33 measures for the [o]/[a] contrast, 26 measures for the [O]/[A] contrast and 29
measures from the control group. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov two sample test indi
cated a non-significant difference between the [o]/[a] and the control group
(p<0.551) but a highly significant difference between the [a]/[A] and the control
2
group (p<0.005).
2)

A parametric analysis of variance indicates an overall significance difference between
the three conditions (two experimental and one control), p<0.030, F (2, 85)=3.639. The
analysis of the contrasts between each experimental condition and the control condition
agrees with the results of the non-parametric analysis, p<0.204, F( 1, 85)= 1. 642 and
p<0.008, F(1, 85)=7.270, respectively.
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Thus, the results from the discrimination tests carried out with equivalent F 1
and F2 contrasts indicate that 2-3 month old infants have a better discrimination
performance when the vowel sounds contrast along the opening dimension than
when they contrast along the front-back dimension (Lacerda, 1992b).
3.

Differential formant sensitivity in 6 to 12 month-old infants

Acoustic correlates of variation in a vowel's opening degree are both variations in
Fl and in the overall vowel intensity. Therefore, because infants tested with the
classical high-amplitude sucking paradigm are exposed to a single stimulus during
the habituation phase which is subsequently replaced by a single new stimulus, it
is important to investigate whether infants might be simply attending to intensity
cues to discriminate between the vowels contrasting along the high/low dimension.
Strictly, it cannot be excluded that infants might respond to intensity changes in
the stimuli, even though intensity variations associated with different opening
degrees are normally ignored by adult listeners (Ladefoged, 1967).
Thus, to rule out the possibility of a systematic influence of the intensity levels
upon the discrimination results, we carried out new experiments using a different
speech synthesis method, parallel speech synthesis. In addition, the experiments
were run with older infants to investigate if the contrast had already been estab
lished by 6 months of age. For these older infants a different infant speech
perception technique was used.
The infants were tested with the head-turn paradigm. They were first trained to
respond to a single stimulus difference involving 2 Bark shifts in both F 1 and F2.
After successful training the infants were submitted to a criterion phase in which
both test and catch trials were presented. To meet the criterion, the infants had to
provide 7 correct responses out of 8 in a row. Under the criterion phase the

Table I. Specification of the stimuli and their use in each of the test phases.
VOO

Use

F1(Hz)

F2 (Hz)

F3 (Hz)

F4 (Hz)

reference

733

1067

2467

3200

v11

test

503

1067

2467

3200

F 1: 1 Bark

v2 1

test

733

1467

2467

3200

F2: 1 Bark

v3 1

test

503

1467

2467

3200

F 1, F2: 1 Bark

v 12

criterion

400

1067

2467

3200

F 1: 2 Bark

v22

criterion

733

1695

2467

3200

F2: 2 Bark

w32

crit.+train.

400

1695

2467

3200

F 1, F2: 2 Bark

Stimulus
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differences between the discriminable stimuli were still 2 Bark but they were
conveyed either by a frequency shift in F 1, in F2 or in both formants (the same
contrast that had been used in the training phase). The infants who met the criterion
proceeded to the test phase. In this phase contrasts involving 1 Bark shifts in the
formant frequency were used. The contrasts were produced by either F 1, F2 or both
formants.
The vowels used in these experiments were generated by a parallel synthesiser
to minimise the dependence of the overall intensity on the formant frequencies.
The formant frequencies and the stimuli used in each of the test phases are specified
in table I.
Figure 2 shows the average discrimination scores obtained when the test stimuli,
vII, v2I and v3I, were compared to the reference stimulus, vOO. The results
displayed correspond to the data obtained from 18 infants whose false-alarm rates
were less than 0.35.
An analysis of variance carried out on the discrimination scores obtained when
these 18 infants listened to vII, v2I and v3I against the vOO reference, revealed
an overall within subjects significance level of p<O.OOO, F(3,5I)=I6.376. An
analysis of the difference between the scores obtained for the discriminations along
F 1 and those along F2 also revealed a significant difference (p<O.OOI,
F (l,I7)=I4.695, for the comparison between vII and v2I). To evaluate the effect
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of the false alarms on the significance scores, all the available data was re-analysed
using the individual false alarm rates as a covariant. This variance analysis was
based on 29 infants and gave the following within subjects results:
1. Significant overall differences between the discrimination scores for vll, v21
and v31, p<O.014, F(2,S4)=4.636.
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2. Non-significant interaction between the dependent variables and the covariant,
p<0.252, F(2,54)=1.414.
3. Significant difference between the discriminations along F I and those along F2,
p<0.007, F(2,27)=5.926.
An additional evaluation of the robustness of the data was made using a
non-parametric test. The data from the 18 infants whose false alarm rates were
below 0.35 was submitted to a Wilcoxon test that compared the discrimination
scores of v11 with those of v21. The difference between discriminations along F I
and F2 was highly significant (p<0.003, two-sided).
The generalisation errors committed are illustrated in figure 3. It shows that
more generalisations from the reference stimulus were made along F2 (frontlback
dimension) than along F I (openness dimension). Finally, figure 4 displays the test
stimuli in the FI XF2 plane and indicates by the size of the filled symbols the
percentage of assimilations to the reference (open circle) by the size of the solid
circles.
5.

Discussion

The results from the high-amplitude sucking experiments and from the head-turn
experiments indicate an advantage in the discriminations of the vowel sounds
involving sonority contrasts in spite of the procedural differences.
Apparently, the present results indicate that infants do not focus equally on all
acoustic dimensions used to distinguish between vowel sounds. Rather, everything
else being equal, they seem to process more easily contrasts involving FI dif
ferences than F2 differences.
This asymmetry also seems to extend to other regions of the vowel space such
as the region of the front high vowels Iii and Iyl (Kuhl, pers. comm.) although that
asymmetry is not as clear as the one obtained for the low-back vowels. Kuhl's
analysis of the discrimination data from American and Swedish infants listening
to variants of Iii and Iyl indicates that Swedish infants have a significant advantage
for discriminations involving variations in F 1 as compared to those involving
variation in F2, [F(I,15)=7.3, P < 0.016 for Swedish infants listening to Swedish
Iyl and F(I,15)=14.78, P < 0.002 for Swedish infants listening to American IiI]. The
American infants reveal only a tendency to asymmetry. At this stage, additional
data and replications of the present observations are necessary to establish the
extent of sonority advantage over chromaticity.
From a developmental perspective the present results seem to indicate that the
auditory systems may be preferentially tuned to pick up vowel contrasts involving

Fl.
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The particular case of the [o]/[a] contrast underlines this perceptual advantage.
In fact, since the [o]/[a] contrast is used in the Swedish infants' ambient language,
it could be expected, on the basis of Kuhl et al.'s (1992) results, that Swedish
6-month-olds would also be able to discriminate between those two vowel qualities.
On the other hand, the phonological status of the stimuli used by Kuhl et al. (1992)
is different from the ones used here. Whereas Iii and Iyl represent different
phonemes in Swedish, [0] and [a] do not. In the present case, the vowel quality
difference is only part of the quantity contrast between lal and la/. At a phonetic
level, however, [0] and [a] occur in the Swedish infants' ambient language and it
might be expected that the infants learn to attend to the quality differences as a cue
to the quantity contrast occurring in their native language. That does not seem to
be the case. Swedish infants under 12 months of age seem to be simply unable to
detect the [o]/[a] contrast, whereas they discriminate between [0] and [A].
The fact that the infants showed a dominance in the disQrimination of the
sonority contrast, even though their ambient language would lead them to focus on
the chromaticity contrast, suggests that sonority contrasts may be easier to perceive
than equivalent chromaticity contrasts. This is in accordance with the observation
that natural languages tend to prefer high-low contrasts over front-back contrasts.
A search through the UPSID database (Maddieson, 1984) supports this notion.
The frontlback contrasts of the type used in the perception tests described here are
observed in only about 1 % of the UPSID languages. High/low contrasts are much
more frequent. In addition, when vowel systems use frontlback contrasts for a
constant degree of vowel opening, the contrast is usually accompained by a default
rounding of the back vowels, as if an additional acoustic property would be
necessary to mark the frontlback difference in an otherwise narrow perceptual
space.
Dominance of the sonority contrasts in vowels can also be related to babbling.
When the infant opens and closes the jaw, on which the tongue rests, the resulting
vowel sounds fall primarily along the sonority dimension (MacNeilage and Davis,
1990). Thus, babbling may further enhance the focus on the high/low vowel
contrasts.
Finally, the interpretation of the present results in terms of the prototype theory
points to a hierarchical development of vowel prototypes. From the perspective of
the prototype theory, the present data indicate that exposure to ambient language
does not result in the simultaneous establishment of all vowel prototypes.
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Word accent 2 in child directed
speech: A pilot study 1
Ulla Sundberg

Abstract

The tonal characteristics of disyllabic accent 2 words in child directed

speech were studied and compared to adult directed speech. The fall
parameter in the first, primary stressed syllable and the rise parameter in
the secondary stressed syllable were measured. Words marked with sen
tence accent directed to a three month old infant had wider pitch excursions
than those directed to an adult listener. Sentence accent was found to have
a great impact on the FO contour.

1.

Introduction

Child Directed Speech (CDS) is an important linguistic input to infants as they are
exposed to it during one of the most dynamic phases of their language acquisition
period (Vihman, et aI., in press).
The prosodic characteristics of CDS have been examined in a number of studies.
Results have revealed that mothers of newborn babies use higher pitch, wider pitch
excursions and more prosodic repetitions when they speak to their infants than
when they speak to adults (Fernald & Simon, 1984). Cross-linguistic investigations
of CDS have shown a consistent use of prosodic and other types of linguistic
modification in different kinds of languages (Fernald et aI.,1989, Grieser & Kuhl,
1988).
Previous investigations have mainly focused on the sentence and phrase levels.
It is likely that the prosodic modifications found on those levels also affect the
intonation contour in the word domain (Grieser & Kuhl, 1988). The goal of the
present investigation was to analyze modifications at the word level by collecting
quantitative data on the tonal characteristics of the Swedish word accent 2 in
disyllabic words in CDS.

1)

This is a revised version of an article published in Nordic Prosody VI, Papers from a
symposium, Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell International, 1993, 199-206.
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Background

In Central Standard Swedish the characteristic FO contour of disyllabic accent 2,
or grave accent, words is two-peaked. The primary stressed syllable is marked by
an FO fall. Provided the words have sentence accent ( i.e., are pronounced with
emphasis or are in focus), the secondary stressed syllable is marked by an FO rise
(Bruce, 1977; Engstrand, 1989). In contrast, accent 1 (acute) words lack an FO fall
on the primary stressed syllable. When in focus, such words display an FO rise on
that syllable.
Engstrand (1989) investigated all disyllabic accent 2 words in adult directed
spontaneous speech. The FO fall turned out to be a robust characteristic of these
types of words across speaking rates and styles. Later, Engstrand et al (1991)

N
I
o
LL

Vl

c

V2

Figure 1. Stylized FO contour of a disyllabic accent 2 word with sentence accent. The bar
represents vowel and consonant segments.
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analyzed accent 2 word candidates in vocalizations and babbling from 17 month
old children. Their data showed that, on the average, the Swedish children displayed
higher FO values in the second syllable than did the American children. There was
no significant difference in the behavior of FO in the first syllable.These results
raises the question regarding the nature of the childrens linguistic input. What are
the phonetic characteristics ot these types of words in speech directed to children?
The purpose of this study is to investigate 1) whether the secondary FO rise is more
prominent in CDS than in ADS, and 2) whether the secondary FO rise is influenced
more than the primary FO fall in CDS. If confirmed, and in view of Engstrands et
ats results, this might suggest a link between CDS as a linguistic input to the child
and the childs acquisition process.
3.

Method

In order to obtain comparable speech samples from CDS and A dult Directed Speech
(ADS) a mother, speaking Central Standard Swedish interacted with her three
months old son in a sound isolated booth. The infant sat in a baby seat opposite to
its mother. She was asked to play with her son the way she would normally do at
home. To elicit disyllabic words with accent 2 and accent 1 the investigator had
selected some toys with names consisting of such words. This part of the session
lasted about ten minutes. The investigator then entered the booth and talked
informally with the mother about the infants' reactions to the toys, the babies
favourite toys at home, baby clothing and so on.
The mother's speech was recorded using a DAT tape recorder. The microphone
was a Sennheiser Red Dot Mic mounted on a head set so as to ensure a constant
distance to the mothers mouth. Also, the session was videotaped.
Disyllabic accent 2 words were identified in the mother's CDS and ADS. The
words that were judged by the investigator to be the most prominent in each
utterance, were selected for analysis. In what follows, these words are referred to
as having sentence accent.
The same method for determining the Fall and Rise parameters ( see below)
was used as in Engstrand et al (1991). FO was measured at a) the acoustic onset of
the first vowel, b) the FO turning point, c) the acoustic offset of the first vowel, d)
the acoustic onset the second vowel e) the FO maximum, f) the acoustic offset of
the second vowel. The Fall parameter was defined as the FO difference between
turning point and offset in the first vowel. The Rise parameter was defined as the
FO difference between the turning point of the second vowel and the offset of the
preceding first vowel (see figure 1). Both these FO differences were expressed in
semitones. The acoustic analysis was done with the Soundswell computer program
(S. Ternstr6m, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm). This program provides
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a simultaneous display of spectrogram, FO and speech wave signal. The analysis
was carried out on all disyllabic words with accent 2 that appeared in CDS and
ADS. A total of 68 CDS words were analyzed, 45 without sentence accent and 23
with sentence accent; in the ADS 77 words were analyzed, 44 without sentence
accent and 33 with sentence accent. (See Figure 2a).
As illustrated in Figure 2b, several disyllabic accent 2 words were not included
in the analysis. For example, the FO contour of words in sentence final positions
and in questions are heavily influenced by the FO changes associated with these
particular conditions. Compounds were also excluded since these words often
contain medial consonant clusters that may influence the FO contour.
In addition, FO extraction turned out to be impossible in a number of words.
There were several reasons for this difficulty. First, in some cases voice source
mechanisms, e.g. creaky voice, or noise eliminated the possibility of obtaining
reliable FO data. Notably, creaky voice occurred much more often in ADS than in
CDS. Also, some of the words were heavily reduced; this was more common in
ADS than in CDS. Moreover, it was impossible to make a reliable segmentation in
some cases. In CDS many words had a weak fundamental in the second and/or the
first syllable, since the mother often spoke with a very soft or even whispering
voice. For these reasons, 92 words from CDS and 94 words from ADS had to be
discarded.
4.

Results

As illustrated in Figures 3 a and b the dispersion was generally rather small,
particularly for the Fall parameter, amounting to no more than one semitone,
approximately. However, the Rise parameter showed a greater dispersion, espe
cially in CDS and with regard to words marked by sentence accent.
The measurements were treated statistically using ANOVA. The results are
listed in Tables I and II.
Comparison between CDS and ADS disregarding sentence accent, showed
highly significant differences with respect to both the Fall and the Rise parameters,
see Figure 4; the FO changes were clearly greater in CDS than in ADS.
With regard to the words with sentence accent the Fall parameter did not differ
significantly between CDS and ADS. However, the Rise parameter was signifi
cantly greater in CDS. In words without sentence accent no significant differences
could be observed between CDS and ADS.
In CDS, sentence accent resulted in great FO changes, both in the Fall and, in
particular, the Rise parameter, see Figure 5. In ADS, on the other hand, sentence
accent did not result in any statistically significant increase of the amplitudes of
the FO gestures. This suggests that the variation of FO plays an important role in
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Figure 4, bottom. Average Fa change in semitones (st) for words, disregarding sentence
accent CDS and ADS.
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signaling sentence accent in CDS. It is interesting that in both speech styles a FO
rise occurred instead of the expected FO fall on the first syllable in some of the
words, see Figure 6. Similarly, and much more frequently, a Fall replaced the
expected FO rise in the second syllable in a number of cases. In CDS without
sentence accent such cases were not unusual: 42% (19 cases out of 45) of the words
were produced with such inverted FO contours while for words with sentence accent
this happened in 22% (5 cases out of 23) of the words. The corresponding
occurrences for ADS were 45% and 39% (20 cases out of 44 and 13 cases out of
33), respectively.
These data demonstrate a considerable variability in the tonal realization of
spontaneous speech and are very different from those obtained under well-control
led laboratory conditions.

Table I. Mean FO change in semitones in CDS and ADS disregarding sign and sentence
accent.

RISE

FALL

FO-change

1.63
0.46
1.16

1.54
1.09
0.45

1.58
0.77
0.808*

CDS
ADS
Difference

Table II. Means (M) and Standard Deviations (SO) in semitones for the various
experimental parameters in child and adult directed speech (CDS and ADS) with and
without sentence accents (SA).

+SA
M

CDS 2.2
ADS 1.4
Diff 0.8

FALL
SD
2.4
1.3

M

-SA

RISE

3.7
1
2.6*

Diff

SD
4.2
1

1.5
0.4

M
1
0.8
0.2

FALL
SD
1.2
0.9

M
0.7
0
0.6
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Discussion

The results show how the mother drastically changed her speech style when
addressing her infant. The main difference was the exaggerated tonal characteristics
in disyllabic accent 2 words. The highly significant differences between words with
and without sentence accent were not unexpected, especially for the Rise parameter.
Several earlier investigations have shown that the Rise parameter is very sensitive
to sentence accent (Bruce 1977). Words without sentence accent showed a much
greater average Rise parameter in CDS than in ADS. These results confirm the first
hypothesis posed above, i.e., the secondary FO rise is more prominent in CDS than
in ADS.
In ADS the Fall parameter average was greater than the Rise parameter average
in words with sentence accent. This finding is coherent with earlier investigations,
for example Engstrand (1989). He found that the Fall parameter in the primary
stressed syllable served as a very robust marking of accent 2 in adult directed
spontaneous speech. This is also in agreement with the low standard deviations
found for the Fall parameter in the present study. The second hypothesis, that the
secondary FO rise is influenced more than the primary FO fall in CDS, was also
supported. In particular, the FO fall in the first syllable was seldom replaced by an
FO rise, whereas the FO rise in the second syllable was realized as a FO fall in many
cases.
The results from this investigation may, in view of those reported by Engstrand
et al (1991), suggest that CDS is an important factor as linguistic input during the
childs language acquisition process. However, the results from the present study
must be regarded as preliminary since the speech of only one mother has been
investigated. Analysis of data from more informants is in progress.
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in child directed speech
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characteristics
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Abstract
Tonal and temporal aspects of disyllabic accent 2 words in child directed
speech and adult directed speech were investigated. The speed of the FO
change in the first syllable FO fall and the second syllable FO rise in words
with and without sentence accent were compared in both speech situations.
In child directed speech words with sentence accent had a greater and
faster FO change than words without sentence accent. In adult directed
speech the contrast was marked by duration. The results suggest a differen
tiated use of FO and duration in child directed and adult directed speech.
2.

Background

In a previous study (Sundberg,1993, this issue) we analyzed the amplitudes of the
FO excursions associated with accent 2 in child directed spech (CDS) and adult
directed speech (ADS).The results showed that the subj ect drastically changed her
speech style when addressing her three months old infant. The main effect was the
exaggeration of the tonal characteristics in disyllabic accent 2 words in CDS as
compared to ADS. In words with sentence accent the FO rise was significantly
greater in CDS than in ADS. However, temporal effects may also play a role. In
particular, the previous investigation showed no difference in the FO excursions
between CDS and ADS for words without sentence accent. This poses the question
whether there is a difference with respect to durations; one and the same FO
difference may be perceptually different depending on the rate of FO change. Also,
the tonal difference found in the words with sentence accent may be accompanied
by differences in temporal characteristics. The purpose of the present investigation
was to analyze the rate of pitch change associated with the differences in the FO
excursions previously observed betwen ADS and CDS.
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Method

Durations were measured on a subset of the disyllabic accent 2 words used in the
previous study. Segmentation and measurement points are described in that
paper. To obtain comparable sample sizes of the four variables involved (CDS and
ADS words, and words with and without sentence accent) as well as relevant
measuring points, words were selected which met the following two criteria: (1)
the highest pitch of the first vowel occurred at its onset; (2) the highest pitch of the
second vowel did not occur at its onset but later. In this way, duration of the FO fall
in the primary stressed syllable comprises the first vowel segment, and duration of
the FO rise in the secondary stressed syllable comprises the medial consonant up
to the point of the FO maximum of the second vowel.
The analysis included 48 words; 14 CDS words and 13 ADS words without
sentence accent, and 10 CDS words and 11 ADS words with sentence accent. The
speed of the FO change, in Hzims, was computed for both the Fall and the Rise in
each word, and the means and standard deviations were calculated.
4.

Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the results for the words uttered with sentence accent in terms of
the mean FO changes and the mean rates of FO change. In words marked with
sentence accent there were almost no difference between CDS and ADS in the FO
Fall, and the rates of FO change was also similar. In the subsequent Rise, though,
an exaggerated FO change and a steeper slope can be seen in the CDS data. In ADS
the Rise took somewhat longer. The dispersion was moderate in the Fall, but
considerable in the Rise, especially in CDS as can be seen from the standard
deviations.
In words without sentence accent the Fall had a less steep slope in CDS than in
ADS as can be seen in Figure 2. The FO Fall was the same in both cases, but the
duration was somewhat longer in CDS indicating a slower speed. The Rise took
much longer in CDS so that the duration was as long as for words with sentence
accent. Both the FO Rise and the dispersion were greater in CDS than in ADS. The
small mean FO changes in both ADS and in words without sentence accent was
mainly due to the fact that many of the FO contours were inverted, i e the expected
FO fall in the primary stressed syllable was replaced by an FO rise, and the expected
FO rise in the secondary stressed syllable was realized as an FO fall.
A comparison between the overall FO contours in CDS and ADS for words with
and without sentence accent reveals a striking difference between the speech styles.
In CDS the FO contours were very similar in their timing characteristics. The
difference is in the range of the FO changes during the Fall and the Rise. In ADS
on the other hand, the timing was clearly different. In words with sentence accent
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Figure 1. Mean FO change as a function of time in words with sentence accent. CDS is
marked with solid lines and ADS is marked with dotted lines. The bars represent +/- one
standard deviation. The first section of the curves pertain to the FO fall in the first syllable,
and the second one relate to the rise in the second syllable.

Figure 2. Mean FO change as a funcion of time in words without sentence accent. CDS is
marked with solid lines and ADS with dotted lines. The bars represent +/- one standard
deviation.
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the duration of the Rise parameter is approximately 4 times longer than in words
without sentence accent.
The temporal pattern in disyllabic accent 2 words seemed very different in CDS
and in ADS. In CDS the timing characteristics were almost identical in words with
and without sentence accent while a great difference was found in the FO changes.
In ADS, on the other hand, the FO changes were almost identical while a great
difference was found in the timing characteristics. These results are in agreement
with observations reported by Fernald & Kuhl (1987) who found that 4 months old
infants showed a significant preference for FO patterns but not for duration patterns
in CDS.
More data are currently being gathered to check these preliminary conclusions.
The perceptual significance of the exaggeration of the FO contours and time
characteristics in CDS should be tested in formal experiments with infants. In such
a study the results from the present investigation would provide valuable quantative
data from a realistic mother - child interaction, in creating the stimuli.
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Abstract
This paper reports the results of two experiments exploring the relationship
between native Swedish speakers' perception of, on the one hand, different
immigrant groups and, on the other hand, different phonetic features of
immigrant Swedish. The first experiment showed that a single speaker can
be judged differently as regards how friendly and educated he sounds when
he uses some non-native pronunciations than others. This was interpreted
as evidence that attitudes to non-native pronunciations are separate from
attitudes to speaker groups. Evidence was also found that a single NNP non-native pronunciation - in the same phonetic material produced by
different speakers will be judged differently. This shows that the particular
non-native pronunciation being used is not the only factor which influenced
the listeners in their judgement of the stimuli. Other candidates are speaker
characteristics, such as the perceived personality, accentedness, voice
quality and sex of the speaker, as well as the assumed ethnic origin of the
speaker. One of the naive listener groups (with lower socia-economic and
educational status) was found to be significantly influenced in their judge
ments of the speakers by their beliefs about the speakers' backgrounds.
The second experiment resulted in a list of the 94 NNPs occurring in an
extended material showing the median judgements they elicited from 91
new listeners on the three judgement dimensions of NNP importance,
speaker friendliness and speaker education. This list should be of interest
to teachers of Swedish as a second language.
1.

Introduction

Much existing work on attitudes to language variants is based on the assumption
that these attitudes are intimately associated with attitudes to the groups who use
the variants in question. For example, the classic matched-guise work of Lambert,
Hodgson, Gardener and Fillenbaum (1960), studying attitudes of French and
English speaking Canadians to the same bilingual speakers' French and English
speech assumes that listeners who judged a speaker's French and English guises
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differently were reacting to the very''Frenchness" or " Englishness" of the speaker,
rather than any linguistic differences. Similarly, in previous experimental work on
foreign accent by Cunningham-Andersson and Engstrand (1988), it was found that
informants perceived a single non-native speaker of Swedish as significantly more
friendly and significantly less successful (5% level) when he was believed to be a
Kurd than when he was believed to be a German.
It is, however, important to distinguish between, on the one hand, attitudes to
ethnic groups, which can evidently be elicited using non-native speech samples as
stimuli, and on the other hand, attitudes to the non-native accents associated with
these groups. Giles (1970) showed that this is possible. He found that British 12
and 17 year-olds perceived various British and foreign accents differently for status
content (reflecting attitudes to the group speaking with the accent in question) and
for aesthetic content (reflecting attitudes to the accent itself).
The effect of accent strength on this kind of speaker evaluation is well-docu
mented. Stronger accents elicit less favourable reactions. Ryan, Carranza and
Moffie (1977) and Sebastian, Ryan and Corso (1978), for example, found that
Spanish-accented speakers of English with stronger accents were perceived more
negatively on a number of non-linguistic dimensions (Ryan et aI: likelihood of
being a friend, eventual occupation, pleasant-unpleasant; Sebastian et aI: social
class, similarity in beliefs, desirability in a range of social relationships) than those
with weaker accents. Similarly, Cunningham-Andersson and Engstrand (1988)
found that two non-native speakers of Swedish, with different degrees of accented
ness, both believed to be Kurds, were perceived by native Swedish speakers as
being significantly different from each other on a number of dimensions repres
enting perceived degree of education, friendliness, wealth, kindness, trustworthi
ness, intelligence, accentedness, comprehensibility, clarity of speech, pleasantness
of voice and irritation, the more accented speaker being in all cases more negatively
regarded.
The first of the two experiments reported here is designed to explore the
relationship between the way different categories of native speakers of Swedish
see different immigrant groups and the way they react to different phonetic features
of non-native Swedish.
2

Experiment 1

2.1
lIypotheses
To establish that there are, in fact, phonetically conditioned attitudes to foreign
accent, as distinct from attitudes to immigrant groups or immigrants in general, an
attempt can be made to show that different non-native pronunciation features
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produced by the same non-native speaker elicit different native speaker responses.
Rather than eliciting a judgement of accent and personality based on an entire
reading or speech sample, which would be difficult to distinguish from an attitude
to the speaker's known, assumed or believed ethnic background, listeners can be
asked to base their judgements on one non-native pronunciation (NNP) at a time.
If the listeners are asked to judge not only how important a particular NNP is, but
also to make judgements concerning the personality and status of the speaker, and
if they are found to judge a single speaker's various NNPs differently on these
dimensions, this means that genuine phonetically conditioned attitudes to foreign
accent have been isolated.
The first hypothesis is, therefore, that different phonetic features of a certain
non-native speaker's pronunciation cause native listeners to react in different ways
(hypothesis 1), i.e. that it is possible to react positively to one feature of a particular
foreign accent and negatively to another feature of the same accent. This kind of
discrimination is clearly independent of the speaker and the listener's attitude to
the ethnic group he knows, believes or assumes the speaker to represent.
Although it has been hypothesized that there are differences between native
speaker judgements of differentNNPs in a single speaker's speech, this does not
imply that a given NNP will be judged similarly when produced by different
speakers. The difference between speakers is too great for that. Also a singleNNP
can be more or less noticeable. It seems likely that a singleNNP in similar phonetic
contexts in different speakers' speech will be judged differently by native listeners,
which would indicate that phonetically conditioned attitudes to the particular NNPs
used by the speaker are tempered by differences in attitudes to the speakers' voice
characteristics, accent strength, or known, believed or assumed ethnic origin of
speakers. The second hypothesis is, therefore, that the same NNP in different
non-native accents will elicit different native responses (hypothesis 2).
Phonetically conditioned attitudes to speech and speakers and inter-speaker
variation have been dealt with in the previous two hypotheses, and an attempt has
been made to distinguish them from attitudes to ethnic groups elicited using
linguistic stimuli. Let us now consider this kind of attitude, which can be called
ethnically conditioned attitudes to non-native speech and speakers, and which have
been the subject of many investigations in the past, including the pioneering
matched guise work of Lambert et al (1960).
A good deal about the way the Swedish population views various immigrant
groups is known from investigations such as that reported in Westin (1984), which
includes a table (page 205) where eighteen ethnic groups were ranked by Swedes
for cultural similarity, similarity of values, familiarity and an objectively calculated
measure corresponding to cultural distance. Other Scandinavians (including Finns)
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were found to rank highly, closely followed by three Anglo-Saxon categories.
Southern Europeans and Middle-Eastern peoples ranked lower, while Africans and
Gypsies were given the lowest rankings. Given this, and given the results of
previous attitude measurements, e.g. Lambert et al (1960), Cunningham-Andersson
and Engstrand (1988), it is hypothesized that native speakers will perceive non-na
tive speech and speakers differently depending on what they know, or believe they
know about the speakers' linguistic, and, therefore, ethnic, origin (hypothesis 3).
Let us now turn our attention to the native listeners and judges in whose
ethnically conditioned attitudes to non-native speech and speakers we are inter
ested. Thus far, native Swedish listeners have been referred to as though they were
a single group. They are, of course, not a homogenous group in this respect. Westin
(1984, p. 262) reports that blue-collar workers are, on average, less tolerant of
immigrants than are other groups. It seems likely that this difference might have
an effect on the ethnically conditioned attitudes to speech and speakers mentioned
in hypothesis 3.
It is hypothesized that the socio-economic and educational level of the listener
group will influence linguistically elicited ethnically conditioned attitudes, or, in
other words, native listeners with a lower socio-economic and educational level
will be more influenced by what they believe about a speaker's linguistic origin
than will similar listeners with a higher socio-economic and educational standard
(hypothesis 4).
2.2
Materials and method
The four hypotheses listed above make certain requirements on the material used
as stimuli: firstly, it must be possible to compare several NNPs from a single
speaker; secondly, it must be possible to compare similar NNPs from several
speakers in identical phonetic contexts; thirdly, NNPs must be presented to the
listeners as nearly in isolation as possible, so that any accompanying material does
not influence their judgements. The NNP cannot be electronically isolated, since
this would sound too unnatural to naive listeners. Fourthly, listeners must not be
distracted by any difficulty in understanding what the speaker is saying.
The first two requirements can be met using readings of a single text by a large
number of non-native speakers of Swedish. The non-native speech material used
in this experiment is from the IRIS data base (described in Engstrand and Cunning
ham-Andersson (1988)) which contains a large number of recorded speech samples
from immigrants to Sweden speaking both their native languages and Swedish. Part
of the Swedish material is readings of the Swedish version of "The North Wind
and the Sun". From these readings, five NNPs which occurred in a number of
different accents were chosen. These deviant pronunciations were: A) a velar nasal
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is followed by a velar stop, e.g. tvungen ("obliged") [tvul)gen]; B) voicing
assimilation is anticipatory, such that sequences such as /sv/ in svepte ("wrapped")
and /std/ in just da ("just then") become voiced in their entirety . The native
pronunciation would be unvoiced; C) a prothetic vowel is inserted before /s/ + stop
in, for example starkaste ("strongest") [estarkaste] or an epenthetic one in conso
nant clusters, such as between /t/ and /v/ in tvistade ("were arguing") [twIstade];
D) the lexical stress in trisyllabic words is shifted from the first syllable (most usual
in native Swedish words) to the second (penultimate) syllable; E) the quality
distinction between long and short fa/: [0:], [a], is not maintained, the long vowel
being pronounced farther forward than in a native pronunciation e.g. gav ("gave")
[gav].

Five versions of each of these non-native pronunciations, each taken from one
of two places in the text, produced by non-native speakers, were chosen with the
smallest possible total number of speakers, such that the maximum number of
comparisons between native reactions to a single speaker's deviant pronunciations
could be made. This gave a total of 25 tokens from 11 speakers, with up to three
tokens from each speaker.
Labov (1966, p. 482) claimed that his listener group's attention focused "only
on those items which have risen to the surface of social consciousness, and have
entered the general folklore of language ( ) most perception of language is not
perception of sense experience, but of socially accepted statements about lan
guage". Nonetheless, it was necessary to cause our listeners to focus their attention
on the NNPs under investigation to satisfy the third requirement made by the
hypotheses. The NNPs were extracted from the database along with a little
accompanying material from the phrase or sentence in which they occurred in the
text. To this end, the stimulus phrases were made as short as possible, including
just the minimum necessary to facilitate comprehension (requirement 4 above). As
a further aid to comprehension and focusing of the listeners attention, they were
provided with a response form where the whole stimulus phrases were written, with
the letters corresponding to the relevant NNP marked. The listeners were instructed
to base their judgement solely on the marked portion of each stimulus phrase. This
is clearly not an entirely satisfactory method for isolating the NNPs; there is a risk
that the listeners are influenced by other parts of the utterance, but it is important
that stimuli presented to naive listeners sound natural. Each phrase was repeated
three times, and two sets of these 25 triplets were then arranged on a tape, each set
in random order as follows, where S1, S2 etc. are stimuli embedded in their phrases:
S l x3, S2x3 S25x3. One stimulus was omitted from the tape and therefore excluded
from analysis in both stimuli sets.
o

o

.
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There are also certain requirements on the listener groups used to test the
hypotheses. Listeners on different socio-economic and educational levels are to be
compared in hypotheses 3 and 4. To meet these requirements, two groups of 17-19
year-old native speakers were used. The first group was intended to represent
listeners with a relatively high socio-economic and educational level. They were
72 students of technical subjects in the final year of three-year theoretical courses
at upper secondary school in Uppsala (henceforth known as T3). The course of
studies they have embarked on is aimed at university admittance to subjects such
as Engineering. These T3 listeners are deemed to have a normal or average level
of familiarity with immigrants.
The second group of listeners (here referred to as P2) was to represent listeners
with a lower socio-economic and educational level. They were 33 native Swedish
students of technical subjects in the final year of two-year practical (vocational)
courses at the same upper secondary school as the T3 listeners. These listeners are
also deemed to have had average exposure to immigrants.
The only difference between groups P2 and T3 is assumed to be their educa
tional, and therefore social status, in relation to the employment they will be
expected to have at the end of their studies. Faringer (1982) performed a set of
dialect and sociolect identification experiments on groups of this kind, and found
that the distinction between students studying practical and theoretical courses is
a useful one which reflects socio-economic and sociolinguistic differences.
Cunningham-Andersson and Engstrand (1988, 1989) report extensive prelimi
nary experiments on listener groups similar to the T3 and P2 categories of listeners,
investigating the capabilities of these informants regarding identification of foreign
accents and estimation of how strong accents are. Both groups had great difficulty
in recognizing any accents but those associated with other Scandinavian languages
and the school languages, English, French, and to some extent, German. It is very
important to have knowledge of the accent identification capabilities of these two
groups, since the intention is to present them with two or more conflicting sets of
language background information for each speaker, without them being aware that
they are hearing the same speakers several times. It must be clear not only which
accents they recognize easily, but also which accents they can exclude from the set
of possible accents when they hear a particular speaker. Preliminary attitude
experiments have been carried out on groups of listeners similar to the T3 students.
Previous work on linguistic attitudes, for example, Bourhis, Giles and Tajfel
(1973), Lambert, Giles and Picard (1975), Williams (1974), Carranza and Ryan
(1975), Edwards (1977), Cunningham-Andersson and Engstrand (1988), has
shown the need for two basic dimensions to describe judgements of speaker
characteristics elicited from linguistic stimuli, corresponding to the status of the
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speaker and solidarity felt by the listener with the speaker. These two dimensions
are both related to how listeners perceive the group �hey believe the speaker to
come from. An additional dimension is clearly necessary to elicit the listeners'
direct and explicit attitude to the speech they are hearing as distinct from the speaker
producing the speech. In the preliminary experimental work reported in Cunning
ham-Andersson and Engstrand (1988), 12 judgemental dimensions were used for
registering listener perceptions of non-native speech. Many of these dimensions
were correlated with each other, and it seems likely that three dimensions, corre
sponding to what e.g. Williams (1974) and Carranza and Ryan (1975) have called
status and solidarity, with the addition of what e.g. Romaine (1980) calls speech
or code characteristics are sufficient. Three dimensions representing (a) the per
ceived importance of eliminating each NNP as uttered by a particular speaker
(which is assumed to be a measure of attitude to the phonetic material itself), (b)
the perceived friendliness (corresponding to speaker-listener solidarity) and (c) the
perceived educational level (corresponding to status) of each speaker when he or
she uses particular NNPs have therefore been used here.
A good deal of response data from the listener groups were necessary to test the
hypotheses. The two stimuli sets were combined in different ways with information
about the speakers' backgrounds to allow all the hypotheses to be tested. Two
answer forms were designed, one for each of the sets of stimuli. On each page there
were columns showing the words in which the deviant pronunciations occurred,
with the relevant letters marked where appropriate, e.g. "just da". The informants
were instructed to base their judgements as far as possible on the marked portion
of the token phrase. There were also three columns where informants could indicate
on a scale from 1-5 a) how important they felt it was that the speakers should try
to eliminate each of the deviant pronunciations from their speech, b) how friendly
the speakers sounded, c) how highly educated the speakers sounded. Both forms
had mixed correct and incorrect information, arranged so that each speaker was
described as having two different mother tongues (one assumed to have higher
status than the other), one in each of the stimuli sets (i.e. forms). This was done to
enable us to directly elicit attitudes to ethnic minority groups. Great care was taken
at this point to ensure that none of the speaker background information presented
to the informants would sound unlikely. Previous work (Cunningham-Andersson
and Engstrand 1988) has shown that these types of listeners are likely to accept
information they are given about speaker background.
All the stimuli were not presented to all the listeners. Twenty-four T3 listeners
heard both stimulus sets, the remaining 48 heard only the second set. The 33 P2
listeners heard both sets.
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The stimulus tape was presented to the informants in groups of 12-30, and they
were asked to indicate their reactions on the answer forms. The listening tests were
carried out in the informants' school, during their regular 40 minute Swedish lesson.
The rooms used were intended for language lessons, and the students were used to
listening to taped material in these rooms. The walls were clad with material
designed to improve the acoustic characteristics of the rooms to some extent. The
listeners heard the stimuli through a loudspeaker. The listeners were instructed to
spread themselves around the room as much as possible, so that they would not be
tempted to look at their classmates' responses. They were instructed not to speak
during the test, and to raise a hand if they wanted to say anything. Spontaneous
comments were made in some cases but the listeners were asked to save their
comments until the test was over. The experimenter could see all the listeners. Mter
each listening session, the listeners were asked to give their impressions of the task.
2. 3
Results
The results obtained in relation to each hypothesis are presented in this section.
Hypothesis 1 was that different phonetic features of a single non-native speaker's
pronunciation cause naive native listeners to react in different ways, suggesting
that the listener reacts to the features in question separately from the alleged ethnic
background or any other characteristic of the speaker. Let us consider how each
speaker's various NNPs were judged by the 72 native T3 listeners.
The judgements of each speaker's NNPs as heard in the first stimulus set (with
mixed correct and incorrect information about the speaker) were subjected to
Friedman's two-way ANOVAs by rank. A significant result in this test means that
the individual speaker's NNPs were judged differently from each other. These
results are shown in Table I.
There are quite a few significant results in table I. The NNPs spoken by each
speaker are often judged differently from each other as regards how important it is
to eliminate each NNP. This is, of course, not surprising. All it shows is that the
listeners were able to perform the task at hand. What is much more interesting is
that a single speaker can be judged differently as regards his or her perceived
educational level and even, in a few cases, how friendly he or she is, depending on
which NNP is used at any given time. This constitutes clear evidence for phoneti
cally conditioned attitudes to foreign accent. Individual non-native pronunciations
from a single speaker can be judged very differently . It is as though the listener
were to say to the speaker not only: "I don't like that particular non-native
pronunciation", but also: "When you use that particular non-native pronunciation
you sound uneducated or unfriendly". This gives us corroboration for hypothesis
one.
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Our second hypothesis was that the same NNP in different non-native accents
will elicit different native responses, which would indicate that phonetically
conditioned attitudes are tempered by differences in attitudes to the speakers' voice
characteristics, accent strength, and known, believed or assumed ethnic origin of
speakers. To test this hypothesis, Friedman's two-way ANOVAs by rank were
performed, testing whether T3 judgements of each NNP produced by the various
speakers as heard in the first stimulus set (with mixed correct and incorrect speaker
information) were drawn from the same population. A significant result in this test
means that the individual speakers were judged differently. These results are shown
in Table II.

Table I. Friedman two-way analysis of variance by ranks testing whether T3 judgements
of each speaker's various NNPs as heard in the first stimulus set have been drawn from
the same population. A significant result means that the NNPs were judged differently.

Speaker

NNP

NNP-Importance

Friendliness

Education

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

A,C,E
B,D,E
A,C,D
C,D,E
A,B
C,D
A,B
D,E
C,E

p<0.0001
p<0.0001
p<0.0001
NS
p<0.01
NS
NS
p<0.0001
NS

p<0.01
p<0.001
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

p<0.0001
p<0.0001
NS
p<0.01
NS
p<0.01
p<0.01
NS
NS

Table II. Friedman two-way analysis of variance by ranks testing whether T3 judgements
of each NNP produced by the various speakers as heard in the first stimulus set have been
drawn from the same population. A significant result means that the speakers were judged
differently.

NNP

Speakers

NNP-Importance

Friendliness

Education

A
B
C
D
E

1,3,5,7
2,5,7,10,11
1,3,4,6,9
1,3,4,6,9
1,2,4,8,9

p<0.0001
p<0.0001
p<0.0001
p<0.0001
p<0.0001

NS
NS
p<0.001
NS
p<0.001

p<0.0001
p<0.001
p<0.0001
p<0.001
p<0.0001
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Table II shows that different non-native speakers' productions of single NNP
categories were usually judged differently from each other. Only three tests failed
to give a significant result at the 1% level, indicating that there was no significant
difference between the speakers using NNP A (velar plosive following velar nasal),
B (voicing assimilation) or D (misplacement of lexical stress) as regards their
perceived friendliness while using these NNPs. In all other cases the speakers were
not judged similarly although they were using the sameNNP in the same phonetic
context. This means that our hypothesis is supported. There is no significant
tendency for similar non-native pronunciations to be judged in the same way when
they are produced by different speakers. For example, NNP D (misplacement of
lexical stress) was much less well tolerated when produced by speaker 8 than by
speaker 4.
Other factors than the particular non-native pronunciation used are clearly
affecting the judgements. At this point it is worth noting that the stimuli were in
fact very short: usually just one or two words. Nonetheless, one such factor may
be the overall accentedness of the speakers. The listeners were given information
about the linguistic background of the speakers, so they are not likely to have made
any kind of identification attempt on their own. We know from our previous work,
Cunningham-Andersson and Engstrand (1988), that T3-type listeners are not very
good at correctly identifying foreign accents.
The third hypothesis predicts that a speaker's pronunciation will be judged
differently depending on what the native informants know, or believe they know
about the speaker's linguistic origin. This was tested by studying the 24 T3
listeners' judgements of the first and second stimulus sets (with conflicting infor
mation about the speakers' linguistic backgrounds). A speaker might, for example,
have three different NNPs in the first stimulus set and the same three occurring
again in the second stimulus set. Of these six tokens from this single speaker, three
will be identified as coming from a native speaker of, say, Spanish, while the other
three may be identified as having been spoken by a native speaker of Kurdish. The
Mann-Whitney V-tests compare the judgements of the speaker in this example
elicited while the listeners believe him to be a speaker of Spanish with those elicited
using the same phonetic material while the listeners believe him to be a speaker of
Kurdish. The fact that the listeners accepted this conflicting information is a
reflection of their limited capabilities of identification of foreign accents, as
mentioned above, and also shows that it is hard to recognize an unfamiliar speaker
after hearing several other speakers in between. The results of these tests are shown
in table III.
Hypothesis 3 is not corroborated for the T3 listener group on any dimension.
There are very few significant differences between the judgements of the speaker
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guises, and those that there are, are only at the 5% significance level. This means
that, while the listeners were not aware that they were hearing the same speaker
more than once, the information they were given about the speakers' backgrounds
did not affect their judgements.
This finding is not consistent with earlier work, e.g. Lambert et al (1960),
Cunningham-Andersson and Engstrand (1988), Giles (1970). This could have
several explanations. Perhaps this kind of young Swedish listener is so tolerant of
immigrants that he does not distinguish between different ethnic groups. After all,
the hypothesis concerns a difference between judgements of stimuli which were
phonetically identical. Lambert et aI's investigation was set in Canada and focused
on French and English speakers. The stimulus material being compared in Lambert
et aI's study was not identical, being the same speaker speaking in both French and
English. Perhaps it is more difficult for even the most enlightened listener to
disregard such differences. Also Giles' work (1970) was based on a single speaker
producing many stimuli, and so it is not directly comparable to the current
investigation. As for the difference between these findings and those published by
Cunningham-Andersson and Engstrand (1988) (where a single speaker was judged
as being significantly more friendly and less successful when he was believed to
be a Kurd than a German) the T3 listeners who took part in this current experiment
were resident in Uppsala: a fairly large university town with a fairly large proportion
of immigrants from many different countries. The listeners in the experiment

Table III. Mann-Whitney U-Test comparing judgements by the T3 listeners of each
speaker's NNPs when the listeners were given two sets of information about the speaker's
native language.

Speaker

Guises

NNP-Importance

Friendliness Education

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Spanish/Kurdish
French/Persian
Japanese/Persian
Spanish/German
Turkish/Russian
Swahili/English
GermanNietnamese
FrenchNietnamese
Turkish/English
Tigrinya/Japanese
Dutch/Arabic

NS
NS
P>J, p<0.05
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
S>E, p<0.05
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
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reported in Cunningham-Andersson and Engstrand (1988) were resident in Tierp,
a much smaller town with a lesser proportion of immigrants from fewer language
groups. Westin (1984, pp. 232-235) found that those native Swedes who had least
contact with immigrants were least tolerant of immigrants. Perhaps these Tierp
listeners were more likely to be influenced by information about the speakers they
were hearing. Clearly, it cannot be assumed that all native speakers are equally
influenced by information about speaker background. The fourth hypothesis con
cerns precisely these differences.
Hypothesis 4 was that native listeners with lower educational status will be more
influenced by information about speaker background than will more educated
listeners. This was tested by performing the same operations on the P2 listener data
as were performed on the T3 data to test hypothesis 3. That is to say that 33 P2
listeners' judgements of the first and second stimulus sets (with conflicting infor
mation about the speakers' linguistic backgrounds) were compared using Mann
Whitney V tests. Table IV shows the results of the Mann-Whitney V-tests compar
ing judgements by the P2 listeners of each speaker's NNPs when the listeners were
given two sets of information about the speaker's native language.
The picture here is completely different. As can be seen in table IV, there are
many significant differences between the P2 listener judgements of identical
phonetic material depending on the information the listener is given about the
linguistic background of the speaker. In about half the cases of double speaker

Table IV. Mann-VVhitney U-Test comparing judgements by the P2 listeners of each
speaker's NNPs when the listeners were given two sets of information about the speaker's
native language.

Speaker Guises

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Spanish/Kurdish
French/Persian
Japanese/Persian
Spanish/German
Turkish/Russian
Swahili/English
GermanNietnamese
FrenchNietnamese
Turkish/English
Tigrinya/Japanese
Dutch/Arabic

NNP Importance Friendliness

NS
F>P, p<0.001
P>J, p<0.001
NS
NS
S>E, p<0.01
G>V, p<0.01
V>F, p<0.01
NS
NS
A>D, p<O.OS
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NS
F>P, p<O.OS
J>P, p<0.01
NS
NS
S>E, p<0.001
NS
V>F, p<0.01
NS
NS
NS

Education

NS
P>F, p<O.OS
J>P, p<0.001
NS
T>R, p<O.OS
NS
NS
NS
NS
J>T, p<0.0001
NS
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identification the importance of the speaker's errors isjudged differently depending
on what the listener believes about the speaker. This means, taking speaker 3 as an
example, that the same non-native pronunciations produced by the same speaker
are deemed more important if believed to have been spoken by a Persian speaker
(relatively low status) than by a Japanese speaker (relatively high status). By the
same token, the "Japanese" speaker is judged as being significantly more friendly
and more highly educated than the identical "Persian" speaker. Similarly, on the
1% level of significance, speaker 6 was judged as having more important NNPs
and as being more friendly as a Swahili speaker than as an English speaker; speaker
10 was thought more highly educated as a Japanese speaker than as a Tigrinya
speaker; speaker 2 had more important NNPs as a French speaker than as a Persian
speaker; speaker 7's NNPs were more important when he was thought to be a
German than a Vietnamese speaker; speaker 8' s NNPs were thought more import
ant when she was believed to be a speaker of Vietnamese than of French. Notice,
however, that what we have assumed to be the higher status speaker guise (on the
basis of Westin's study) is not always judged more positively.
Hypothesis 4 is obviously corroborated. The listeners with lower socio-econ
omic and educational status as represented by the P2 group (17-19 year-old
students on vocational courses) were considerably more influenced by information
about the speakers' backgrounds than were the higher status group, T3 (17-19
year-old students on theoretical courses).
Discussion
2.4
It has been found that an individual speaker can be judged differently as regards
how friendly (in some cases) and how highly educated he or she is perceived to be,
when using different NNPs (non-native pronunciations) (hypothesis 1, table I). This
shows that there are genuine phonetically conditioned attitudes to foreign accent.
Different speakers were found to be judged differently although they were using
the same NNP at the same place in the same text (hypothesis 2, table II). This shows
that speaker characteristics such as the perceived personality, accentedness, voice
quality and sex of the speaker, as well as the believed ethnic origin of the speaker
are more important than the particular NNP being used, and that this kind of
judgement of speaker characteristics can be based on very short stimuli. No
evidence at all was found to suggest that the informants in group T3 were swayed
in their judgements of a speaker or an NNP by information about what mother
tongue the speakers had. Listeners in group P2, however, were influenced by this
kind of information (hypotheses 3 and 4, tables 3 and 4). This constitutes a
difference between listener groups with different social status.
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Let us at this point step back and consider the implications of these findings.
The first finding was that the impression T3 listeners got of a single speaker changed
as the speaker used different non-native pronunciations. The speaker characteristics
were unchanged; the only difference between the tokens which were judged
differently was that they were taken from different parts of the same text. This
means that the listeners were being influenced either by the text itself or by the
speakers' pronunciation at the different points in the text where the tokens were
extracted. Since table II showed significant differences between the speakers using
a particularNNP, it is very unlikely to be some feature of the text itself which is
causing the varied judgements for single speakers. It is, rather, the non-native
pronunciation itself which is causing the variation.
This constitutes a clear case of distinct phonetically conditioned attitudes to
different non-native pronunciation features. A single speaker'sNNPs can be judged
differently by naive native listeners as regards the importance of the NNPs used,
and, more surprisingly, how friendly (in a few cases) and how highly educated the
speaker is perceived to be. If a non-native speaker is perceived as having a lower
level of education when he or she lets a final velar nasal be followed by a voiced
velar stop, such that a word like gcmg ("time") is pronounced [g:)I]g] (NNP A),
than when he or she inserts a vowel in a consonant cluster in a word like tvistade
("were arguing"), such that the sequence /tv/becomes [tev] or [tw] (NNP C) this
has implications for the teaching of Swedish as a second language since it shows
that listener reactions may possibly be influenced by the systematic elimination of
stigmatized non-native features from the individual's speech.
It was found that when the same part of the text was read by different speakers
using the same non-native pronunciation, the listeners judged the speakers signifi
cantly differently on all dimensions. It may be the case, then, that the NNP used is
accorded more or less importance for judgements on a given dimension depending
on other speaker characteristics, such as the overall accentedness, the believed
ethnic group or the sex of the speaker, making it difficult to compare listener
judgements of one speaker with those of another.
The findings here, particularly those presented in table I, show clearly that it is
possible to distinguish between attitudes to minority groups and attitudes to
non-native speech. This is not to say that attitudes to minority groups do not exist
in Sweden. Westin (1984) gives ample evidence of this. In this experiment, we have
found evidence of a difference between listener groups. Westin found that blue
collar workers were less tolerant of immigrants than were groups with higher
socio-economic status. It has been shown here that this kind of difference between
social groups is also reflected in linguistic attitudes held by 17-19 year olds. The
judgements elicited from the lower status P2 group were influenced by what the
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informants believed to be the mother tongues or ethnic groups of the speakers. The
higher status T3 group, however, was not influenced by this information. The
relative youth of our listener groups is also interesting, suggesting that these social
differences in attitude are likely to be present in the future too.
It would clearly be useful for immigrants to learn to avoid the most stigmatized
NNPs. The five NNP categories studied here can only give an indication that
differences exist. Obviously, moreNNP categories are necessary if this area is to
be investigated in enough detail to give results of any practical use to learners. The
following experiment is an attempt to do just that. This experiment is designed to
establish which kinds of NNPs elicit the least favourable reactions from native
listeners. It is an elaboration of experiment 1, which showed that a single speaker's
various NNPs can be judged differently as regards NNP importance (which is
unsurprising) and perceived friendliness and educational level of the speaker
(which is much more serious). The purpose of this experiment is to try to identify
the most stigmatized NNPs.
3

Experiment 2

3.1
Material and method
The material used in this experiment is also taken from the IRIS data base
(Engstrand and Cunningham-Andersson 1988). NNPs occurring in both the read
ings of texts (once again, "The North Wind and the Sun") and in spontaneous
speech (the speaker was encouraged to tell the "story of his life") were extracted
from the data base, along with as little accompanying material as was deemed
appropriate (in the same way as was discussed in experiment 1, above). The
non-native pronunciations (NNPs) were divided into NNP categories, according to
table V.
All in all, 94 stimulus tokens were selected. 21 speakers of 13 languages were
involved. These tokens were then arranged on a tape in random order. A set of five
tokens were also placed at the beginning of the tape, to be used for training purposes.
Only one listener group was used for this experiment, although they were tested
in smaller groups of 20-30 listeners. This group was similar to the T3 group in the
last experiment, composed of 91 upper secondary school students of technical
subjects in the final year of a three-year theoretical course in Uppsala, although
none of the students took part in both experiments. The same three judgement
dimensions as were used in Experiment 1: NNP importance, friendliness and
educational level were used again here.
As in the previous experiment, the informants had an answer sheet with the
stimulus material in written form, to aid comprehension. Once again, the letters
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corresponding to the NNP under investigation in each case were marked, in an
attempt to direct the listeners' attention to just that feature of the token. The
informants were instructed to base their judgements as far as possible on the marked
portion of the token phrase. Each stimulus was repeated three times. Here too, there
were three columns where informants were instructed to indicate on a scale from
1-5 a) how important they felt it was that the speakers should try to eliminate each
of the deviant pronunciations from their speech, b) how friendly the speakers
sounded, c) how highly educated the speakers sounded.
The first five stimuli on the tape and the form were dummies (they all occurred
again at a later point in the tape). The informants were told that they could use these
five to train on, and that their answers would not be analyzed. After this training

Table V.

NNP categories.

Vowels

P3

V1
V2
V3
V4
V5

[0:] - [a]

Consonants

front - back
reduction
vowel + nasal - nasalized vowel
orthographically influenced pronunci
ations (e.g. dom kom "they came"
[dom kom] for [d:lm bm])

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10

Phonotax

PH1a prothetic vowel e.g. starkast ("stron
gest'') [estarkast]
PH1 b epenthetic vowel e.g. tvistade
("were arguing'') [t;;lYIstade]
PH2 cluster reduction
PH3 cluster reordering
PH4 consonant insertion

C11
C12
C13

Prosody

P1 a
P1 b
P2

long vowel shortening e.g. tatare
[tetare] for [te:tare]
short vowel lengthening e.g. till sist
("at last") [ti:1 si:st] for [tIl SISt]
stress placement (prepenultimate to
penultimate) e.g. vandrare (''travel
ler")
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grave accent - acute accent
problems with "sje" fricative [fj]
problems with Irl
consonant devoicing
voiceless - voiced
stop - fricative
retroflex - [r] + fricative
retroflex - [r] + dental
retroflex - dental
retroflex - [r] + retroflex
orthographically influenced pronunci
ations (e.g. skina "shine" [ski:na] for
[fji:na] etc.)
problems with [I]
[v] - [w]
[IJ] - [IJg]
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session, the tape was stopped, and the informants were invited to ask questions.
The 94 stimuli were then presented one by one, with a pause after each one to allow
the students to fill in their responses on the form.
3.2

Results and discussion
The appendix lists all the 94 NNPs according to the median judgement of NNP
importance from the 91 listeners on the five point judgement scale, such that a
median score of 1 represents less important NNPs, while a median score of 5
represents more important NNPs. Note that the list shows those NNPs which were
judged as being more important to eliminate with a higher score.
From the appendix, we can see, as we did in experiment 1, that similar NNPs
from different speakers are judged differently. Let us consider the PH1a type NNPs
such as RO's prothetic vowel before the Istl cluster in starkast ("strongest"),
transcribed as [estarkast] which elicited a median judgement of 1 (i.e. not a very
important NNP) and speaker SA's similar NNPs in starkare ("stronger"), [estar
kare], and Sverige ("Sweden"), [esverje] which elicited median judgements of 4
(a fairly important NNP). It is, however, possible to see that some kinds ofNNPs
are considered more important than others. Vowel insertion into a cluster, NNP
type PH1b, seems to be considered a more serious NNP on the whole: JH and HS
elicited medianjudgements of 5 for their [jenasit] genast("at once") and [setrJlar]
stralar ("rays") respectively, and FG scored median 4 for his [t;}vistade] tvistade
("were arguing"), while NA's production of the same NNP elicited a median 3.
It is interesting to note that of all the various NNPs of the Swedish retroflex
consonants found in our material, C6, C7, C8 and C9, the "worst" is to change the
retroflex to [r] + a dental consonant (which is odd, given that this is the solution
adopted by Southern Swedish dialects with uvular Ir/), while the best tolerated is
to use an [r]+ retroflex consonant (this latter solution was used by two Bengali
speakers).
NNP type C13, where a velar plosive is permitted to follow a velar nasal was
deemed to be quite an important NNP, scoring medians of 4 and 5, whether word
final, such as in PLs [gJI]g], gang, ("time"), or in medial position, such as in ED's
[tvuI]gen], tvungen, ("obliged").
All the NNPs in category PH3, cluster reordering were judged as very important,
with medians of 5, e.g. [strakare], starkare, ("stronger"); [strakats], starkast,
("strongest"), and [varandra], vandrare ("traveller"), which is really syllable
reordering, and also forms another Swedish word: varandra, ("each other").
NNP categories C4, where voiceless segments become voiced, e.g. [dvuI]en],
tvungen, ("obliged"); [juzdJ], just da, ("just then"), and P2, which involves
misplacement of lexical stress on the penultimate syllable, e.g. slutade, ("fin-
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ished") are examples of mid-rangeNNPs, with median importance scores of 3 and
4.
Of the NNPs of type P I a and P I b, concerning vowel length, there is a clear
difference between P I b, involving a too long pronunciation of short vowels, e.g.
ED, OT, RO and PU's [ti:l si:st], till sist ("at last"), which were not considered
very important (medians 2 and 3) and P I a involving shortening of a long vowel:
HI, JE, FG and SA's [tetare] or [tatare], Hi.tare, ("more tightly") (medians 4 and
5). This might also have something to do with this NNPs similarity with the Swedish
word tattare ("tinker"). As an illustration of the frequency distribution of the
listener judgements, figure I shows the number of judgements in each category for
the P I a and P I b NNPs.
The appendix shows the 94 NNPs according to the median j udgement of how
friendly the speaker was judged to be while utteringjust that NNP. The results here
are less varied. Most NNPs elicited a median judgement of 3, indicating neutral
friendliness/unfriendliness, although there was considerable variation between the
91 listeners' judgements. Notice, however, that speaker OT was assigned a median
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Figure 1 . Histogram showing the frequency with which each judgement was assigned to
the two NNPs p1a vowel shortening in tatare ("more tightly') [tEtare] and p1 b vowel
lengthening in till sist ("at last') [ti : l si:st] . The dark bars represent [ti : l si: st] while the light
bars represent [tEtare] .
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friendliness score of 2 (fairly "low" friendliness) in four of her fiveNNPs, while
speaker MI was assigned median 4 (fairly "high" friendliness) in 2 of 5 NNPs .
This seems to indicate that there is not much connection between theNNPs used
and the perceived friendliness of the speaker, but rather differences between
speakers. This result is consistent with the findings of Experiment 1 (tables I and
II).
Judgements of how educated speakers sounded were more varied than friend
liness judgements. It is interesting to note that there are no median judgements of
5 (high educational level). Here the variation seems to be connected to both
speakers and to NNP categories. Speakers JH and SH with their phonotactic NNPs,
e.g. [jenasit], genast, ("at once"), and [strakats], starkast ("strongest") were
judged as having very low educational levels (median scores of 1 and 2). Conver
sely, the highest estimated educational levels were assigned to the easily identified
American speaker CE, and to ED and HI, all of whom also got some median 3
judgements. The difference between the median 2 and median 3 judgements
appears to be associated with the judgements of the importance of each NNP, for
example, P I a type NNPs involving vowel shortening, e.g. [tetare] or [tatare],
tdtare, ("more tightly") were here too judged more severely than P l b involving
vowel lengthening, e.g. [ti:1 si:st], till sist ("at last") etc.
The results of this experiment have obvious pedagogical implications. The
NNPs associated with the least favourable overall impressions would, naturally, be
worth avoiding for non-native speakers. It is, however, difficult to capture any
generalities concerning overall impressions on the basis of the appendix. Figure 2
shows the median judgements of the importance of eliminating all the NNPs
pertaining to each NNP category . From this it can be seen that threeNNP categories,
c l O, (orthographically influenced pronunciations, such as [ski:na] instead of native
[iji:na] for skina ("shine")), p I a, vowel shortening in tdtare ("more tightly"),
[tetare/tatare] instead of native [te:tare] and ph3, (cluster reordering e.g., [strakats]
instead of [starkast] for starkast ("strongest")) are particularly undesirable, with
median scores of 5. Eleven otherNNP categories are worth avoiding for the learner,
having a median score of 4. They are : c I , problems with lij/, e.g., sjuttio ("seventy")
[xJti] instead of native [ijeti]; c7, retroflex consonants being pronounced as [r] + a
dental, e.g., nordan ("north") [nJrdan] instead of native [nu:qan]; c8, retroflex
consonants being replaced by the corresponding dental consonants; c13, [lJ] - [lJ9]
or [lJk]; c I I , problems with [I]; p2, misplacement of lexical stress, ph1b, epenthetic
vowel e.g. tvistade ("were arguing") [t�wlstade]; ph4, consonant insertion in
clusters; v2, front vowels being pronounced further back, e.g. borjade "began"
[bJrjade]; v3, vowel reduction; v5, orthographically influenced vowel pronunci
ation, e.g. fram "to the end" [frJill] .
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The very limited amount of existing research carried out with the aim of
establishing priorities among native Swedish pronunciation goals, e.g. Bannert
(1990) has been steered by consideration of speaker comprehensibility, not, as is
the case here, of native listeners' reactions to the non-native speech they hear.
Obviously, the primary aim of the non-native speaker must be to make himself
understood. The work reported here deals with the usually infinite period from
mastery of this aim to native-like pronunciation. This is of the utmost importance
to all who are obliged to carry on their lives through the medium of a language
other than their native language. The kinds of phonetically conditioned attitudes
studied in this paper must not be ignored in the setting of targets for second language
learners.
Summary

4

This paper deals with two experiments exploring the relationship between native
Swedish speakers' perception of, on the one hand, different immigrant groups and,
on the other hand, different phonetic features of immigrant Swedish.
In the first experiment, five categories of non-native pronunciations (NNPs)
were presented in short phrases to two distinct listener groups. The listeners were
required to indicate their impressions of each phrase on a form (where theNNP in
question was marked) using three response dimensions. It was found that there were
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differences between the listener groups we used, and that a single speaker can be
judged as being less friendly and less highly educated for some NNPs than for
others. It was also found that the sameNNP used by different speakers in the same
phonetic context will not be judged similarly, which suggests that even very short
stimuli permit phonetically conditioned judgements about speaker personality to
be made.
Experiment 1 showed that a single speaker can be judged differently as regards
how friendly and educated he sounds when he uses some non-native pronunciations
than others. This was interpreted as evidence that attitudes to non-native pronun
ciations are separate from attitudes to speaker groups. Evidence was also found that
a single NNP in the same phonetic material produced by different speakers will be
judged differently . This shows that the particular non-native pronunciation being
used is not the only factor which influenced the listeners in their judgement of the
stimuli. Other candidates are speaker characteristics, such as the perceived person
ality, accentedness, voice quality and sex of the speaker, as well as the assumed
ethnic origin of the speaker.
When we compared judgements of single stimuli presented more than once with
different information about the speaker's mother tongue, this information was
found to have no significant effect on the listeners in one of our naive listener
groups, T3, who represent higher socio-economic and educational status, while the
other, lower status listener group, P2, was found to be significantly influenced in
their judgements of the speakers by their beliefs about the speakers' backgrounds .
Five NNPs were sufficient to test the hypotheses of the first experiment,
concerning how different kinds of listeners judge different NNPs uttered by
different speakers, but this tells us nothing about other commonly occurringNNPs .
Which kinds ofNNPs are associated with the most negative listener responses? To
answer this question, a large number of NNPs were tested for their perceptual effect
on native listeners in the second experiment. Again, the stimulus NNPs were
presented to the informants in short phrases. The second experiment resulted in a
list of the 94 NNPs occurring in an extended material showing the median
judgements they elicited from 91 new listeners on the three judgement dimensions
of NNP importance, speaker friendliness and speaker education . This list should
be of interest to teachers of Swedish as a second language.
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Appendix
The following list shows the 94 NNPs grouped according to the median judgement of how
important each NNP is. The columns represent, from left to right, the speaker, the NNP
category involved, the orthographical representation of the word(s) in which the NNP
occurs, a phonetic transcription of the native pronunciation (NP), the NNP and the median
judgements of how important each NNP sounds and how friendly and how well educated
each speaker sounds while uttering each NNP are also shown.
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ph1 a
ph2
ph2
c5
v3
v4
v4
p1 b
p1 b
p3
p3
ph4
c1
c2
c2
c3
c3
c3
c4
c4
c4
c5
c7
c8
c9
c9
c1 2
c1 2
v1
v1
v3
v4
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starkast
vandraren
andra
dom
kappan
insvept
anses
till sist
till sist
starkast
kappa
ta av
skina
varm
Qverens
gay
medveten
gay
tvungen
just da
just da
dom
hardare
nordan
nordan
hart
vinden
vandraren
ta av
gay
tvistade
nansin

c..

z

c..
Z

Z

[sta rkast]
[vandrarn]
[andra]
[d :>m]
[ka pan]
[lnsve:pt]
[anse:s ]
[tIl SISt]
[tIl SISt]
[sta rkast]
[ka pa]
[to: o:v]
[fjl :na]
[varm]
[q,:vgr' ens ]
[ go:v]
[me :dve:ten]
[go:v]
[tv9IJen]
[j est do:]
[j est do:]
[d :>m]
[h:'> :qare]
[nu : qan]
[nu :c\.an]
[ho: t J
[' vmdn]
[ vandrar:m]
[to: o:v]
[go:v]
[tvIstade]
[n:'> nsin ]

[ estarkast]
[vanrar::m]
[amg]
[('bm]
[' kapgn]
[l sfept]
r a ses]
[ti:l si:st]
[ti:l s i:st]
[' star kas t]
[' kapa]
[tolay]
[xi:na]
[varm]
[q, veffens ]
[ gaf]
[metveten]
[gof]
[ dvuIJen]
[j uzd:> ]
[j uzd:> ]
[(bm]
[h:>rdare]
[n :> dan]
[n :> rqan]
[h:> r t ]
[ wmdgn]
[wan . . . ]
[ta av]
[ gay]
[tvIst::>de]
[nO'sl ]
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till sist
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fOrst
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hardare
hard
nordan
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vem
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tvungen
tvungen
gang
gav
overens
borjade
overens
vandraren
vinden
fram
dom kom
tatare
UHare
vandraren
tvistade
slutade
slutade
Sverige

[tIl SISt]
[tIl SISt]
[vandrarn]
[me : dj e : ]
[skel]
[ starkast]
[tvI stade]
[fceH]
[fceH]
[fjl :na]
[fjf/J : nt]
[ ga : v]
[sve : pte]
[j est do : ] ]
[h;hl.are]
[h:> : q]
[ml:cl.an]
[ std lar]
[vern]
[g:>1)]
[tv(1)en]
[tv(1)en]
[tv(1)en]
[tv(1)en]
[tv(1) en]
[g:>1)]
[ ga : v]
[ f/J : v:n' ens]
[brerjade]
[f/J : v:n'ens]
[ vandrar:ln]
[ vInd:ln]
[fram]
[d:>m b m]
[te : tare]
[te : tare]
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[tvI stade]
[ slu : tade]
[slu : tade]
[sverje]

[ti : 1 s i : st]
[ti : l s i : st]
[vandraren]
['medje]
[eskule]
[e star . . . ]
[t�w Istade]
[ff/JI l
[ff/JIl
[ x i : na]
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[ gaf]
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[j uzd:> ]
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[nodan]
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[<p em]
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[sta rkare]
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[lnsve: pt]
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